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EIGHTY-EIGHTH COMMENCEMENT JUNE 5
Baccalaureate
Services Open
Formal Events

Thirty-Five to
! Graduate with
Class of 1934

BISHOP BROWN, VERE ABBEY
ARE SUNDAY SPEAKERS;
SPECIAL MUSIC

BISHOP ADNA LEONARD WILL
DELIVER COMMENCEMENT
ADDRESS TUESDAY

QUARTET TO SING

TAYLOR GETS M. A.

The commencement services prop
The administration of Taylor Uni
er will be opened on Sunday morn
versity is preparing for commence
ing with the eighty-eighth annual
ment exercises which will take place
Baccalaureate Services held in the
I June 5, at which time 35 seniors will
Maytag Gymnasium at 10:30 o'clock.
1 receive degrees. The service will
The University Orchestra will fur
start at 9:30 A. M. with the proces
nish the music for the processional
sion of the faculty and those receivof the faculty and seniors.
; ing degrees.
Special music will he furnished
Bishop Adna Wright Leonard,
for the occasion by a double quartet
D.D., LL.D., of the Pittsburgh
with several solos. The music de
Area of the Methodist Episcopal
partment will present this group.
I church will give the commencement
They will sing "Hark. Hark My
address in Maytag gymnasium Tues
The Class of 1934 of Taylor University will receive their diplomas next Tuesday morning in the
Soui," by Shelly.
day morning. Bishop Leonard is
Commencement Exercises. There are thirty-five members in the class. Marvin Schilling is president
one of the outstanding speakers of
Bishop Wallace E. Brown, D.I).,
Owen Shields is vice president, Athalia Koch is secretary, and William Schermerhorn is treasurer The
Methodism and will undoubtedly
L.H.I)., will deliver the Baccalaur
class recently presented a water softener plant to the university. Those in above picture are left to
| bring a message that will stir the
right first row, Herbert Boyd, Owen Shields. Athalia Kcch, Marvin Schilling, William Schermerhorn
eate Address.
Bishop Brown is
1 hearts of all present.
and I ark Anderson; second row, Winifred Brown, H»ler Minkler, Rowena Walker, Roberta Bennett
Special music
bishop of the Chattanooga Area of
Alice Lovin and Ida White; third row, Frances Scott, Mina Herman. Louise Longnecker, Doris Wilson'
will be presented and the University
the Methodist Episcopal Church
Eliza Gould, Helen Gdmore and Isadora Deich; last row staggering, Miriam Pugh, Charles Clifton Ol
orchestra will play the processional
South. He is a noted speaker and
iver Drake, Arthur Howard, Lyle Case, Walter Martin, Harry Jones, Harold Martin, Matilda Sallaz Jo
and recessional.
is to hold the 1934 session of the
Gates, and I erciyal Wesche Those missing in the picture are Mary Furbay, John McCreerv, Em'mie
Gayden, Ilene Nieble, and Hedvig Olson.
Those who will receive degrees
North Indiana Conference of the
| follow:
Methodist Church North at Elkhart
Master of Arts in Theology:
the following week.
j Charles Taylor, Upland, Indiana.
In the evening service, Taylor
Bachelor of Arts: R. Park An
University will have the privilege
derson, Plymouth, la.; Roberta Benof presenting a prominent alumnus
; nett, Westfield, N. Y.; Herbert
of the institution. Rev. Vere Abbey,
RECEIVES HIGHEST POINT RAT i Boyd, Pulaski, Penn.; Winifred
alumnus and missionary to India,
j Brown, Richland Center, Wis.; Lyle
TING SINCE PAPER HAS
will bring the message of the hour. ^OMMITTEE GIVES RIBBONS TO N ( .
.
N . FKJ
Ca , St. Francis, Kan,;—diaries
BEEN
IN
ASSOCIATION
T1. ,r.s
i4y qm.-Ut will- F" ALL MEIVIBERS OF STAFF;
DiaiiTe ijISliOp 1:
hftoif, Middletown, Ind.; Oliver
numbers and there will be other feat
NEW STAFFS ELECTED
Drake, Hubbardstown, Mich.; Jo.
ures as yet unannounced.
I The 1933-1934 Echo staff is hap
B. Gates, I.ogansport, Ind.; Helen
py that is has received a pleasing
As in the morning service Profes
In a manner excelling all other
Gilmore, Winifred, Kan.; Eliza
|
rating
from
the
National
Scholastic
sor Fenstermacher will lead the or 1 years and featuring a new observ JUNIOR PRESIDENT RETAINS
Gould, Cavona, N. Y.; Arthur How
Press Association of Minneapolis,
chestra in appropriate numbers both ance of student publication day, a
OFFICE; HERRMANN IS
Minnesota. The Association is a ard, Upland; Harry Jones, Summitat the beginning and the close of the service was held in chapel on
COUNCIL PREXY
ville, Ind.; Athalia Koch, Brillion,
part of the University of Minnesota,
service.
Wednesday of last week. Recogni
Wis.; Louise Longnecker, Newton,
whose department of journalism is
tion was given to all students associ
Continuing a policy which was in
la.; Alice Lovin, Anderson, Ind.;
ated with the publishing of the Tay troduced last year, the Class of 1935 the highest rated in the United Harold Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.;
| States.
lor University Echo and Gem.
elected Blaine Bishop, president of
Walter Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.;
This year the Echo received 765 Helen Minkler, Sebring, Fla.; Ilene
With
Professor Fenstermacher this year's class, as president of the
; presiding as chairman of the student Senior Class of next year. This is ! points out of a possible 1000 points. Niebel, Dunkirk, N. Y.; Hedvig Ol
I publication committee, all members the second time in as many years This is the highest rating that a son, Hollis, N. Y.; Matilda Sallaz,
Taylor University paper has ever Erie, 111.; William Schermerhorn,
I of the Gem and Echo staffs were that this has been done.
SENIORS REVIEW HISTORY OF ; called to the platform. Each person
To support Bishop the class elect received from this department. The C'enterville, Mich.; Marvin Schilling,
THE LAST FOUR YEARS;
was presented with a gold lettered ed Crystal Lockridge as Vice Pres paper continues to be in the same
(Continued on page 2)
ribbon and certificate bearing the ident, Mary Louise Lewis as Secre class, that of second class papers,
PRESENT GIFT
capacity and year in which he served. tary, and Nelson Bastain, treasurer. which is a high rating for this size
For the past three years
As a climax to class week the an Jo Gates, editor of the Echo, and Robert Titus was elected Chaplain ! school.
now,
the
Echo has placed in this
I
Bob
Weaver,
editor
of
the
Gem,
were
and
Gordon
Herrmann
was
chosen
nual moving-up-day exercises were
held last Monday in the regular ! presented individually to the student as President of the Student Council. class. Last year Mr. Wesehe's paVoting to continue Taylor's Big qier rated 735 points and the year
chapel hour. After the announce body, and they spoke concerning
ments Dr. Stuart read a brief pas their student publication work dur- and Little Brother and Sister pro before that Mr. Tucker received "j ust
a few points less.
sage of scripture from I Peter 3: | ing the past year and of their appre- gram the class appointed Robert
POPULAR LYRIC TENOR CON
The Echo is happy to make this
8-12 and announced the hymn j ciation for the help of Professor Jacobs as Big Brother Chairman
TRACTS TO TEACH VOICE
"Fight the Good Fight." He then j Fenstermacher, along with Professor and Evelyn Kendall to take care of announcement that it has been able
HERE NEXT YEAR
to
make
this
progress
and
keep
in
(Continued on page 2)
the Big Sister Movement. These two
invited Dr. Ayres, sponser, Marvin
line
with
the
staffs
of
former
years.
will have charge of giving each new
Schilling, president, and the mem
Announcement has come lately
student a big brother or big sister Undoubtedly Mr. Betzold wilfmake
bers of the class of '34 to proceed
from the administration of the con
to look after them when they come tlie same progress next year.
to the platform.
tracting of Raymond F. Kreiner of
upon the campus.
Taking charge of the services, Dr.
Iowa to be Professor of Voice next
Ayres invited Blaine Bishop, presi
year. Mr. Kreiner is a lyric tenor,
r
dent elect of the Senior class of next SENIORS TC ENJOY BREAKFAST
i who is well known in musical circles
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
year, and Prof. Cornvvell sponser of
' of Iowa.
AT CEDAR CROFT; P. Gs.
Eighty-Eighth Commencement
the same class to the platform, where
Prof. Kreiner was graduated from
ARE INVITED
Friday, June 1
Mr. Schilling presented his robe to
MRS. EDGAR BLAKE AND DR. Cornell College of Mt. Vernon,
the incoming president. Each in j I)r. and Mrs. Robert Lee Stuart 10:00 A. M. Annual Meeting of
Iowa. While in college he was a
BRANSFORD TO RECEIVE
Wiliam Taylor Foundation
turn was then invited to take the will entertain the Senior Class topopular member of the college glee
TAYLOR DEGREES
Saturday, June 2
place of the class ahead of them in 1 morrow morning at Cedar Croft, the I
club and did some very fine quartet
8:00 P. M. _Music School Concert
the auditorium.
work. Much of his voice work was
; President's Home. The event is the
Taylor
University
will
present
Sunday, June 3
taken at Oherlin, 111 one of the most
;
annual
Senior
Breakfast
given
by
j
two
honorary
degrees
at
the
Com
At this time, then, representa :
10:30 P. M. Baccalaureate Serv
! noted music departments in the
tives of the class gave the history of Dr. and Mrs. Stuart, and will take
ice; Bishop W. E. Brown, speak mencement exercises next Tues
|
j place at 9:30 A. M.
day morning. The two degrees to United States.
er
the class each of the four years.
Music
for
the
occasion
will
be
furj
Prof. Kreiner has had experience
Oliver Drake cleverly portrayed the
3:00 P. M. "Penitence, Pardon, be awarded are Degree of Doctor
first year. Percival Wesehe related nislied by Miss Lorena Porter, pian
and Peace," T. U. Choral Soci of Literature and Degree of Doctor in college and public school music
of Divinity.
and has been a very successful teach
ety
the events of the second year. Owen ist, of the Department of Music.
Mrs. Edgar Blake, wife of Bish er of voice. He has produced several
Shields told of the Junior life of the The Varsity Male Quartet will also 7:30 P. M. Anniversary Address,
op Edgar Blake of the Detroit and popular glee clubs and choruses and
Rev. Vere Abbey of India
class and Marvin Schilling, presi- sing several numbers throughout the
morning.
Decorations
will
be
in
ac
Indianapolis Areas of the Methodist will be capable of carrying on the
ident for the last two years, summed
Monday, June 4
10:30 A. M. Literary Society Con Episcopal Church will he honored work of these organizations at Tay
up the activities of the present year. cordance with class colors.
Besides the Class of '34 other
with the Degree of Doctor of Hu lor.
test
The Senior gift was formally pre guests to attend are, Dr. and Mrs. 2:00 P. M. Alumni Meeting
mane Letters. Mrs. Blake is a grad
The new music professor is mar
sented in the service by Herbert B- W. Ayres, sponser, Rev. and Mrs. 6:45 P. M. Alumni Banquet
uate of Ohio University, receiving a ried and is the father of a 19 months
Boyd, chairman of the Senior Gift Jesse Fox, and the three graduate
Bachelor of Science degree in educa old son. They will move upon the
Tuesday, June 5
Committee. Dr. Stuart accepted the students, Esther Boyle, Charles 9:30 A. M. Commencement Serv tion. She is also a graduate of the campus sometime this summer and
gift in the name of the Board of Di Taylor and John McCleery. The
ice, Bishop Adna Leonard, speak j Cincinnati Training School and for | will be fully prepared to start the
rectors, Students and Faculty of program other than the music will
, eleven years was the Phincipal of work of the department before the
er
Taylor University.
be in the nature of impromptu talks.
(Continued on page 2)
school year opens next fall.
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Accepts Voice Post
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1934 Senior Class
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to die? No, it merely means that each one of you is
! going to have to put forth a little extra effort to make
I them what we all want them to be.
I
For a number of years now we have been trying to
(Charter Puffer*)Member)
i take the keen spirit of rivalry out of the Literary So
cieties, and to make them more literary in their char
Here it is time for the last word Ozarks, where he has a charge. Mrs.
acter. This year we have done that in a greater way
for the alumni for the year 1933-34. -McNeil will graduate from Syracuse
than
ever
before.
Success
is
in
your
hands
if
you
will
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
My news this time is so scattered j University in June,
Jo 15. Gates just sei/.e it.
Editor-in-Chief
and varied that 1 hardly know how
Virgil Brown is planning to be
We
wish
to
make
a
special
plea
for
your
loyal
support
_ Owen Shields
Managing Editor
here for Commencement,
for the debate clubs, in this we feel that an unusual to present it.
Robert Jacobs
Percival Wesche
j effort is needed to realize the goal that has been set by ' ^ e have had several campus vis-, Cecelia Learn is kept busy with
Isadora Deich
Head Line Editor
I the Men's Debate club, which is to re-establish the Eulo- j itors the last few weeks who have the evangelistic work, and is dated
Charles Coolcingham
1
gonians and the Eurekas. The club has elected some been former students and alumni, for weeks ahead,
Crystal Lockridge
Derward Abbey
tine officers to lead in this work, but they can't do it Kenneth and Helen Griswold were
1' rank Simons says he has two or
Olive Crombic
News Editor
Mae Brothers
alone; it depends upon you. Many of us are leaving 011 the campus for two or three days, three jobs in view for next year,
Marjorie White
school this year and will not be able to help in the "New -^s J'ou know, they have a pastorate and if he. lands one of these, then
Charles Stuart
Staff Reporters
Deal" but we do "Throw the torch" to you and hope at St. Johns, Michigan, and Helen —well, you can guess.
Sports Editor
William McClelland
| say it keeps them very busy. They j And here is some news from some
that vou will catch it and hold it high.
John Betzold
Louise Longnecker
-I. M. Moody
brought two fine prospective students former students. Paul Illiek and
Proof Readers
Alumni Editor
down to see the school. We will Goldie Crippen were married recent
probably welcome these two young ly. Craig Cubbison, who spent last
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
j people as students next year.
year here, is also married.
Business Manager __
Herbert Boyd
Again we come to the close of a year
Some say j Rev. and Mrs. B. D. Nvsewander
Harrison Taylor, we hear, lias
Advertising ManageT _
Robert Titus
R comes gladly and yet others say that there is a note|and two daughters, of Albion, Indi prospects for a teaching position in
Kenneth Stokes
Edith Lewis
of sorrow in coming to the end. All of us have had ana, were visitors last Tuesday. Rev. Kansas. He is out in the great
Cir. Mgr.
Secretary
pleasures and disappointments throughout the year.
and Mrs. Hazen Sparks and two plains state how, making personal
But as to success. What have we done this year? children, Rev. and Mrs. Lee Wilson application for the job, and visitingPublished semi-monthly by the Taylor University Echo For many of us perhaps it will be a very difficult matter and daughter, Rev. A. W. Pugh, Dr. Mary Furbay. I think both of these
Co., students of Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
to in any sort of a complete way sum up the accomplish L. G. Jacobs, Rev. E. L. Gates, and just named will be with us here for
• -Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at ments in our own lives. It is easy for us to see the ac Rev. P. B. Smith were among those the Commencement activities.
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of
And now, we go back to a grad
complishments of others people's lives. It is easy for who were here for the annual May
March 3, 1879.
Day activities.
uate of the old Fort Wayne College,
Subscription price, $2.00 per annum; eighteen or more us to see the successes of Taylor. It is easy for us in
Maurice Jones was here to speak Rev. Daniel M. Brown, who was
a way to notice the accomplishments of all that is
issues.
graduated in 1876. He is living at
around us in the world. But what about ourselves? What to Holiness League.
Rev. B. T. Osborne writes from Kokomo, Indiana.
can we find in our own lives that has made the school
Boone, Iowa, that he has been forced
Rev. D. A. Bloomster is living at
year worth while.
to take a rest from his pastoral du Tolono, Illinois. Both of these men
Again another year is almost over and today the
After all that I could say in this short note, and ties, and has spent the past few- may be with us for Commencement.
final edition of the 1934 Echo goes to press. At times
during the past week I have had difficulty in realizing after all that you could think of, we would all come months at Boone.
Well, for the last time, I must
Madeline Wells, '32, is "Hibernat say that is all the news I could find.
that this would be the last Echo that 1 would have the to the same conclusion—that conclusion, that no matter
privilege of publishing for the students, faculty and how dark the day looks ahead and no matter how deeply ing" at Stony Brook, New York, her I wish to thank the members of the
alumni of Taylor University. Yet the time has come we are submerged in the failures of the past—we have home. Billy McNiel, also of '32, is alumni group who have given me
when the current Echo no longer lives only in dreams not failed if we have WORKED HARD and put our at Buffalo, Missiouri, down in the news material from time to time.
whole lives behind our purposes. Somehow I am led
but is a realitv.
It is a great joy to me to realize that the Echo has jto believe that no man fails no matter how low he maytaken another step forward this year in receiving a I grope in this versatile world of ours, if embedded in his
Glasgow, Scotland—(IP) —Glas
gow University students are credit
Higher rating than ever before. I do not take any- of heart and soul there is the philosophy of "working until
(Continued from page 1)
the honor myself but wish to put honor where honor is the night eometh."
ed with having upset the whole of
due and give it to the staff that has worked so wonder
witli one of the most
members Great Britain
In the days to come candles may begin to burn Evans and Coach Cornwell,
~
, .
fully throughout the year. Laboring under adverse cir low at times, our lighthouses of ideals may even falter and the student publication commit- j^esPreaci hoaxes ever perpetrated
cumstances at times the staff has been almost 100 per j „ .
. ..
, .,
,
, ,,
, . , ,,
. t
C. , land we may at times even go to the extremes of 1pes- tec. The awards that were given are " !pi
eent true to the cause which they set out to accomplish; . .
, , ., ,
.
.
stude"ts in a sPirit of
,,
jest
, li-ii
,i
! •
i"
j ,i
,,
, s i m i s m —but with the remembrance of davs of success not only emblems of work done but
T,
last tall. For those who have 1played the 8
game the sue-; L „ I -„ , „ v.,
,,
„ ,
,
.
,
, . , ., I behind a philosophy of hard work we mav go on ever to of the school for which it was done 1, d * Smdl toWn newiPaPer near
cess ot the Echo 1-, enough reward, no reward is due the i ncw i,aei
- ,,
,
, ,
,,
,• ... ,
a,w®n,an <1-ver named Miss
h g'lts i «ot without troubles; not without disap- and are cherished by those who re-!kfV
otj
'
iynne had crashed after flying
° 'rers" ,,
,
. ipointments; no, not without failures. Yet we must be eeived them
t could name several persons, individually, in t!nsl„„_ i
, •
,
, ,,
Climaxing the program was the!*10™ '<'<>"> Vancouver, but was not
. . .
\ nntu ctoro-or, I If Sriinn
J.
. wr.nl
i
o u r si-e l v e s• —wei cannot be
T
nn.nl, flnDrpui'irtnn
I mn«r
• i anyone else andi the purpose of
! our lives is that we might go 011 eveL digging —work- election of the Gem and Echo staffs ser™ V inJured-ha^eoiippr.-iti-d with
tli us, to the utmost, nor Mr, Ouv
M
i A ,, iJT . T;,
...»
nil- ,ll:
newspaper, without further
——=.'—r.
<i,
-ii- —l—HrT*L- * mg hard that att tt-he end oft. arl \r# nngM sav-- M«v for the next wear.
Duckwall who lias tshown lnmseit willing at all times i _ 4 ,
,
MI.,
?
/.
•;
, werff-ftr yrrCs-i wfffrthc
. . ,
\ • r
g
i> £ u
I
i
j success has come* from the philosophy of working hard tioneering, and student polities weij
to help.
Again I must name Prof. I<enstermacher and ^
, ,
.
*
'
^
story.
Then
1
*
coupled with a determination of holding to my pur all given full sway as the various!
.
. , , the news gathering
the publication committee for showing their interest in I
poses." With this departing word we leave you until candidates, previously nominated bv'I'nl,us picked it up, and soon a
our publication. As for the members of the staff I could
the staffs and the student body, were I Jr, ? ^wspaper announced in
! next vear.
name all of them. At no time have I been bothered
discussed. The new staffs were elect- 'C,k headlines: "Mystery Airwom—Eddie
Jonnes.
by the finances or business part of the Echo for Mr.'
ash,f and Sa-vs She Has F,ow"
ed by ballot, with the option of vot- a"
Herbert Boyd lias been on hand to take care of it. Per-1
ing either a split or a straight ticket.! .!!!'1C'
cival Wesche has assumed a place on the Echo this year
hen a huSc crowd Sphered at
With the popular approval of the | .
which would be hard to fill.
I will not name the others
Station
of tlle, sma11 town near
student body and the backing of the i
but extend to them my personal thanks.
a,Sg0W
40 see 4 e %er' tlle st"~
faculty in student activities, we canIt is with a sense of disappointment and sorrow that
not help feeling that a new day - dents revealed that they had insert
I write these last few lines, my last Echo editorial.
j ed the hoax in the paper to draw a
By HUB
dawning for Taylor.
Rather than bad luck, I have considered myself lucky
crowd from which they could solicit
to get to spend more than the usual four years on Tay- ;
for local charities.
lor's Campus and this year has repaid me for it all. I
What I would like to he ten years from nows
thank God that he made it possible for me to be at Tay
(Continued from page 1)
lor this year and graduate with the Class of '34. To me Athalia—housekeeper for a gentleman from Pennsyl
Princeton, N. J.— (IP)—Scientvania
this has been the greatest year of my life and to be
Kiel, Wis.; Frances Scott, Alexan-1 ists at Princeton University have
Owen—member of state legislature in some western dna, Ind.; Owen Shields, Brookville,, succeeded in producing a new kind
sure the finest since I entered Taylor in 1929.
state
I wish Mr. Betzold the greatest of success possible
Pa.; Rowena Walker, Liberty Cen- j of water—heavy water—for use in
in the publication of next year's Echo. My faitli was Percy—a big-shot in the Nazarene church
ter, Ind ; Percival Wesche, Ashland,! experiment in all departments of
great enough in him to nominate him, and it is great Helen—a successful teacher if not a housekeeper
Wis.; Doris Wilson, Plains, Kan.; I the university.
enough to make me know that he will publish one of Art—eoaeh of the Indiana basketball champs
Ida W hite, Mardoi, U. P., India.
J
Professors Hugh Scott Taylor and
the best papers ever printed for Taylor University. As Charles—a district superintendent
Bachelor of Religion: Emmie Arthur A. Frost, assisted bv Arthur
I have prayed night after night this year that our paper Bill—concert organist and architect
Gayden, Chester S. C.
I A. Frost, Harvard Fellow 'in chemmight come through, so 1 will pray that he will have Ida—matron of a girl's school
Bachelor of Science: Mary Fur-1 is try at Princeton, have succeeded
Harold—president of a college
God's blessing upon him and his endeavors.
bay, Mt. Guead, O.; Mina Herman, in devising a process by which about
In departing may I wish Taylor University God's Rowena—head of the English Department in T. U.
Owosso, Mich.
|a thimbleful of heavy water is problessing and may all who come in contact with it re Ollie—P rof. in Boston Seminary
-Bachelor ot Science in Education: duced every two davs
Louise—head of the "Cookie" firm
ceive the blessing that I have received.
Miriam Pugh, West Berlin, N. J.
The water looks like ordinary
Jo—Editor of the I.ogansport Daily
—The Editor
ITAXTATIITI.T
water,
but is different in that each
W innie—hostess of a college dining hall
>>ydrogen atom ill the water has a
Eliza—author of an English text book
mass of two instead of the usual
Harry—Bishop of North Indiana Conference
(Continued from page 1)
mass of one.
We are coming to the close of another year. A year Matilda—noted author of romantic novels
It has been found that fresh wa
that has been different than any other. Especially in Roberta—organist in a large eastern church
the C'randon School for Girls in
ter animals die when placed in the
our extra-curricular activities have we had change. With Marvin—bishop of India
Rome, Italy.
heavy water. It is expected to be
the coming in of inter-collegiate athletics our local or Frances—leading poet and teacher
Rev. Wesley H. Bransford, pastor of especial use to physicists who are
ganizations faced a new problem. In an attempt to Isadora—matron of a large hospital
of the First M. E. Church of An- studying the structure of the atom,
meet the situation we took all athletics out of our liter
*
•
*
*
*
*
#
*
derson, Indiana, will receive his1
ary societies, and arranged to have the Debate Clubs
THE CROWN
Doctor of Divinity degree in the
and the Societies meet 011 alternate Saturday evenings.
"The only crown I ask, dear Lord to wear,
same service. Dr. Bransford is one
In Montana a railway bridge had
The success of the experiment is doubtful in the minds
Is this—that I may help a little child.
of the outstanding preachers of mod been destroyed by fire and it was
of many. It has been a hard pull to keep up interest
I do not ask that I should even stand
ern Methodism. Last year he de necessary to replace it. The bridge
in the Thalo and Philo meetings. The two men's deAmong the wise, the worthy or the great
livered one of the outstanding ad engineer and his staff were ordered
hate clubs were forced to unite in a coalition organiza
I only ask that softly, hand in hand,
dresses in the history of Taylor Uni- in haste to the place. Two days lat
tion in order to exist.
A little child and 1 may enter at the gate.
jversity
Baccalaureates. He came to er came the superintendent of the
The history of this last year's activities really doesn't
* * * * * * *
Indiana a few years ago from the division.
look so promising, but let us take advantage of this ex
Sir Lancelot, in days of old,
Ohio conference where he had held
perience and use it to our advantage in building up the
Alighting from his private car, lie
Wore armor made of steel.
several of the large churches.
organizations for next year. If you will look back, as
encountered an old master bridgeAnd everywhere this knight did go,
builder.
we have done, you will see that these organizations have
Right noble did he feel.
A grammar-school bov handed in
contributed much to your school life. You really can't
Bill, said the superintendentHe was invited into court
'he following composition on "cats." j and the words quivered with energy
afford to have them fail, but they will unless you as an
To dine with Lady Hausers,
tats that s meant for little boys!—"I want this job rushed. Evenindividual give of your time, and of your self to build
He spilled some water on his suit,
to maul and tease is called Maultese j hour's delay costs the company moiithem up and keep them thriving. Now you know some
And rusted his best trousers.
cats. Some cats is reckernized by ey. Have you got the engineer's
of the problems. You will have meetings onlv every
* * * * * * *
how quiet their is and these is named' plans for the new bridge?"
other week. Even these meetings will often be inter
\\ hen There Is So Much More
Purrsian cats. The cats what has
"1 don't know," said the bridgefered with by basketball games or other programs which
Why Is It Folks Will
| very bad tempers is aclled Angorie j builder, "whether the engineer has
from the very nature of things demand a greater inter
Strive To Get The
• eats, and cats with deep feelins is1 the picture drawed yet or not, but
est from the student bod}- as a whole. However, does
Wishbone At A Turkey Feast
called Feline eats. I don't like the bridge is up and the trains is
this mean that next year the organizations are going
Nourishment On The Leg?
' ca'spassin' over it."
1

I

i
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Music School
Presents Last
Public Recital j

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
'Mjmks

Alumni to Meet
Next Monday;
Banquet, 6:45

PROGRAM INCLUDES VOCAL, I
VIOLIN, ORGAN, AND
PIANO NUMBERS

ANNUAL MEETING TO BE HELD
MONDAY AFTERNOON; RE
PORTS TO BE GIVEN

PROFS. TO PLAY

BROWN TO SPEAK

The annual events of the alumni
Tomorrow evening at eight P. M.
at commencement will take place
the Music Department of Taylor
next Monday when that day will be
University will present its comknown as Alumni Day. The after
mencement recital. The evening s
noon session will be preeeeded by
entertainment will include numbers
the annual Literary Society contest
by individuals of all departments of
which will take place in the morn
the music school.
ing.
Among the musicians appearing
The regular yearly meeting of the
will be Elizabeth Stuart and Rober-(
graduates
of Taylor University will
ta Bennett, organists. In her group |
be held Monday afternoon. At that
The University Orchestra is closing one of the most successful years that the or
Miss Stuart has included the Fes
time the officers for 1934 and 1935
chestra has ever known. Strengthened by several additions from the Freshman class
tal Oft'ertorium" by Fletcher. Miss
the organization has given several public concerts and will play for the processionals
and the annual election of directors
Bennett will play the difficult toc
and recessionals of the commencement programs. The orchestra is ably directed by
will take place at the same time.
cata" from the Fifth Symphony by
Professor George Fenstermacher who has been doing such work for over ten years on
One
of the features of the hour will
Taylor's
campus.
Widor. Miss Bothwell and Mrs. Al
be the receiving of the Class of '34
ice will present two delightful duets.
into membership of the Alumni
From the vocal department John
group. Reports will he given by
Betzold will sing "Hear Ye! Ye
Dr. Stuart, president of Taylor Uni
Winds and Waves (Scipio) by Han
versity.
del. Mr. Titus will present two
The feature event of the dny will
numbers "Monotone" by Cornelius
be the banquet in the evening, served
and "Serenade" by Tschaikowsky.
STEUCKE TO DIRECT GROUP IN in the College Dining hall. This
Miss Martha Smith will represent
FAMED PRODUCTION SUN
banquet, although primarily an
the violin department with the num- •
Alumni affair, is open to the public,
DAY AT 3 P. M.
ber "The Son and the Putza by DELAWARE ENGRAVERS, SCOTT
and plates are available at forty
Keler-Bela.
PRINTERS, AND FORKNERS
A feature number of the program
The Taylor University Music De cents each. Dr. Jacobs will he
STUDIO ALL ASSIST
is the violin ensemble composed of
partment will present on Baccalau toastmaster and a fine program lias
Professor I'enstermacher, Martha
reate Sunday afternoon at 3 P. M. been provided for the event. The
SEVEN
EVENTS
IN
ANNUAL
One
of
the
features
of
the
closing
Smith, Paul Yingling, and Edith
the Choral Society under the direc college stringed quartet will furnish
CONTEST; CLOSE CON
Lewis. They will play two numbers of school was the presentation- of the
tion of Erwin W. Steucke, professor music for the banquet. Other music
including the delightful I.e Depart, 1934 Gem to the faculty, alumni, and
TEST PREDICTED
of voice. Professor Steucke will di will be furnished hv Howard Skin
_____
Op. 178, No. 1 by Danela. Miss student body last week. Throughout
rect in a sacred cantata "Penitence, ner and Ada Rupp Skinner, popular
year reports have come from
•,
, Pardon and Peace" by S. H. Maoun- graduates of the school of music and
Bothwell will present two of her pi the
,.
'
,.
.
.,
,
Ihe contest ot the Pnilatnean and
at present in Chicago. Yere Abbey,
time to time concerning the publica- ,
.
ano students, Athalia Koch, who will ,.
,
, ,.
,.
, the llialoman Literary Societies der. Miss Roberta Bennett, gradu missionary to India, Dr. Robert
tion
and
expectations
were
climaxed
i
,
.,..,,,,,, ,
play the Hunganian Rhapsondy by , ,,
ate
organist,
will
preside
at
the
eon, ,. ,.
,
,
,
which is to be held Monday morning,
Brown of China, and Dr. Floy Hurlthe publication banquet Wednes-i T
, . c,
, ... .
Liszt and Lorena Porter playing at
i
. ,.
,
1.,
„ , . June 4, 111 c>lirenier Auditorium at sole of the organ.
hut of Ball State Teachers College,
dav
night,
when
Editor
Robert!
,.'
.
. ,
Concert Etude "Autumn" by Cham- ,,T
The
Choral
Society
lias
presented
,111 i
ten-thirtv 1promises to be very mwill he presented as speakers of the
VV eaver presented Ins book.
,
,. , , , -,
inade.
teresting.
4 he contestants have a number of interesting programs evening.
Dr. Floy Hurlbut has
The complete program follows:
throughout
the
year
and
undoubted
been working hard on their numbers
spent
five
years
in China and only
' and the competition will probably ly this one will not he an exception. rcentlv became a member of the fac
Organ:
Solo
parts
will
be
taken
by
Milton
be closer this year than it has been
Festal Offertorium .... Fletcher
Kidder, Baritone, Ruth Cobv, So ulty of the Muncie institution
previously.
(join' Home ... Dvorak Le.marc
The banquet will be the only meet
Mr. Robert Titus, president of the prano, Lauren York, Bass, John Bet ing of the evening, thus climaxing
Music Box
.... Liaaow
zold,
Baritone,
and
Charles
Cook
Pliilos, says that he feels the con
Elizabeth Stuart
this annual dav of the Alumni.
test is something to which we all ingham.
Duet:
The
program
follows:
look forward, not only from the
Romance, Op. 1.7, No. 1
standpoint of competition but from
Part I
Arensky i
the standpoint of literary and artistic Penitence
Chorus
Waltz, Op. 15, No. 2 .. Arensky
development. It is a suitable cli- Oh That I Knew
Adeline Allee
j max of
the year's work because of
Charles Cookingham
Professor Bothwell
the friendship and Christian fellow I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say
Vocal:
ship which can be felt in this event,
Chorus COOKINGHAM AND LOCKRIDGE
Hear Ye! Ye Winds and Waves
j
In commenting upon the contest,
PLACE NEXT; JACOBS RE
(Scipio)
Handel
Part II
Mr. Owen Shields, president of the
CEIVES PRIZE
John Betzold
Chorus
j Thalos, says that, while in the past Pardon
Piano:
! the Thalos have not given the Pliilos Oh Cast Thy Burden
Recently the Echo staff announced
Hungarian Rhapsody .... Liszt
Milton Kidder
much competition, this year they are
Athalia Koch
Ruth Coby, that Robert Jacobs had won the Star
on a more equal basis. Mr. Shields Look Unto Him
Milton Kidder, and Chorus Reporter reward for this year. This
appreciates the spirit in which the
Ensemble:
Ruth Coby award was offered last fall, at which
I.e Depart, Op. 178, No. 1
contestants have accepted the tasks Save Me O God
time the editor of the Echo an
Danela
given to them and lie is sure the Tha As One Whom His Mother Comforteth
Lauren York nounced that tlie reporter doing the
Andante (Fifth Symphony)
los will have no cause for regret.
Chorus best work this year would receive a
Tschaikowsky
The Pliilos will be represented by Forgiveness
suitable gift in return for his work.
Professor Fenstermaclier
Miss Lorena Porter in the piano di
Part III
The contest this year was very
Robert Weaver
Martha Smith, Paul Yingling
vision, Mr. Lauren York in voice, Peace
Chorus close. Grading one point for each
Edith Lewis
I Mr. Marvin Schilling in essay, Miss
T
first place, two for each second, etc.,
The Gem this year was produced Alice Lovin in reading, Mr.'Robert Come Y e Blessed of My Father
V ocal:
.
John Betzold each week, the perfect score possible
through the efforts of new printers j
Monotone
Cornelius
and engravers. The Delaware En- Lewis jn yiolin They wjl| haye no These are Tliev .... John Betzold would be 16 points at the time the
Serenade
Tschaikowsky
and Chorus award was presented. Crystal Lockgraving
Company of Muncie, Indi- representative in the organ contest,
Robert Titus
We
Thank
Thee
Chorus j ridge, junior, scored 29 points or
ana, produced the cuts and the Scott
For piano the Thalos will be
Piano:
[13 points above the perfect score.
printing company of the same city resented bv Mr. Walter Martin,
Concert Etude "Autumn"
printed the book and had it bound voice b Mr Jo]m Betzold, orat
[Charles Cookingham, Sophomore,
Chaminade and covered. The Forkner Studio
Banquet Given to
scored 28 points or 12 points above
by Mr/Pete Pascoej Cssav bv Miss
Lorena Porter
of Anderson, Indiana, again did the Ida Wl,ite, readi
the goal. Mr. Jacobs, junior, scored
bv Miss CHve
End First Annual
Violin:
26 points or just ten points above
(photographic work.
Cromhie, organ by Miss Athalia
The Son and the Putza
The annual lias some new and | Kocb) and yio]lin by Mr. Paul Yingthe perfect mark and thus came the
Publication Day nearest to the mark.
Keler-Bela very interesting features in it. Sev- ! Bng
Martha Smith
The contest takes into considera
eral unique campus views have been j The comnlittee in charge have seBringing student publication day tion first the journalistic rating of
placed in the front section follow- cured tbe seryiees of competent
Organ:
mg the dedication page, which is,jud
A strong factor
This fact combined with the to a successful close, the Gem and articles handed in.
Toccata (Fifth Symphony)
Widor made to President Stuart. In the:new
irit which hftg be(,n felt in Echo staffs were feted at a banquet in their rating, though, is the time
Roberta Bennett
faculty section each department has the two societie.s should result in an in the university dining hall, spon that the articles are handed in, in
sored by the faculty committee of comparison to the time they were
| a capable write up and explanation ] unusual pontest
student publications. All through supposed to be in. Another factor
ot
its
work.
A
new
plan
was
used
French Club Elects
the day these people were recognized is the condition of the manuscript
| in the presenting of the classes,
Hodges as President [which lias proved very popular with ™ ,
and distinguished by the badges of when given to the news editor.
J
x
A
ribbon that they wore, which admit
'the students. Altogether the hook AUylOI* otUQCFllS Are
The French C'luh has selected Iv : is one of the most original ever protti x
x •
J v»
xl ted them to this pleasing event.
HinteFLSineCl rvCCGIltly A flower garden of greenry and
an Hodges as president for the com duced here. Each department is a
fragraney, portraying all the beauty
ing year. Mr. Hodges is a member ! book in itself.
I
THANKS!
of the class of '35. He is a member
Much credit is due Mr. Weaver
A group of Taylor students were of Spring, was the scene. Four long
The Echo Staff desires to
of the second quartet and lias been and his staff for this fine production, j recently entertained at the country tables bordered a rectangular plot
thank,
publicly, the A. D. F'reese
of
velvet
grass,
trees,
and
flowers,
an outstanding worker in gospel Fine cooperation is seen in their j home of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Jenresulting- book.
kins near Hartford City. These having a fountain of iris in the cen and Son Printers of Upland, for
team work since coming to Taylor.
Mollie Bell was elected vice presi
people are friends of the Jacobs ter. The tables, being lit by gold their loyal cooperation and help
dent in the same meeting. As secre
Such fun, this job hunting! You brothers. Sunday of last week was tapers in purple holders; being pro ful criticisms which have assisted
tary the club selected Mildred Ir know, being a college man I never spent by them and their friends at vided with nut cups of flowering
win. Noman Holder was chosen as wear a hat. Yesterday I was stand the home mentioned above, being a pansies, containing gold and purple the staff in publishing the 1933Treasurer. Lorena Porter will pre ing in a bookshop waiting to be hired quiet diversion from regular campus nuggets; and being adorned with 1934 Eclio. The cooperation has
Taylor students who were programs of approapriate colors, been hut a means of raising our
side at the piano and Karl Keith when a lady came in, picked up a life.
will be the new chorister. Charles hook and handed me two dollars. present were Robert Jacobs, Vir hearing the pansy flower and the rating and of giving further ser
Cookingham was selected as Chap Today I'm going to loiter in a piano' ginia Beckrink, Russell Jacobs, Ro Taylor pennant, very well exhibited vice to our subscribers.
(Continued on page 5)
lain.
(store.
jberta Bennett, and Herbert Boyd.

Weaver Shows Originality in Choral Society to
Sing Fine Cantata
Publication of Taylor Annual
Societies Turn to
Literary Contests

Robert Jacobs Is
Star Reporter

J a c o b s

i n

o r a t o r

a n d

M i s s

E d i t b

Conference to
Assemble June
6th at Elkhart
TAYLOR

BANQUET
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TO

BE

IN

SIMPSON M. E. CHURCH;
STUART TO PRESIDE

BROWN IS BISHOP

MISSIONARIES TO INDIA

Lewis and Betzold
Named by Students
Literary Societies
Elect New Officers
PASCOE AND JACOBS TO LEAD
THALOS AND PHILOS NEXT
YEAR AT TAYLOR

MANLEY AND AYRES ELECTED;
ALL STAFF NOMINEES ARE
GIVEN OFFICES

COBY IS ELECTED

The student election, held Wednes
day morning, May 23, gave a large
majority to the staff nominations for
Meeting for the last times this
the 1934-35 Gem and Echo staffs.
year the two literary societies re This vote elected Ralph Lewis and
cently met for the purpose of elec
George Manley as editor and busi
tion of officers to lead the organiza ness manager for the Gem, and John
tions in 1934 and 1935. The liter
Betzold and Herbert Ayres to these
ary societies have taken on a new
respective positions on the Echo
policy this year and have had liter
This year's session will he presid
ary meetings every other week. In staff.
The other persons elected to the
ed over bv Bishop V allace E. Brown,
most cases the nominees for the litGem staff are: Associate editor,
D.l)., I.L.D., of Chattanooga, Ten
j erary contest were chosen by indi
Ruth Coby; Art editor, Lauren York;
nessee.
Bishop William F. Mc
vidual contests given in each society.
Class editor, Dorothy Lewis; Organ
Dowell will also appear on the pro
(The two presidents, Robert Titus of
ization editor, Rebecca Talbott; Ath
gram. He will bring the address,
the Philos and Owen Shields of the
"Religion as Friendship with Jesus
1 Thalos, are to be congratulated for letic editor, Nelson Bastian; Humor
and Snap editor, Grace Hall; Adver
at the evangelistic hour Wednesday
their achievements of the year.
tising manager, Jack Miller; and
evening. On Thursday evening lie
Meetings in society hall the ThaREV. AND MRS. VERE ABBEY
Secretaries, Hazel Bloss and Min
will speak on "An Adequate Motive.
lonians chose Peter Pascoe to lead
erva Gross.
The Conference Lecture will be giv
|
them
next year. Pascoe is a PresRfev. and Mrs. V'ere Abbey,- who i 2,000 Christian Endeavor Societies,
en by Harry Earl Woolever, Editor
The next year's flag of the Echo
ibyterian
from
New
Jersey.
He
has
of the National Methodist Press. He have been doing mission work in In | there are 60,000 members. The work been a strong leader in the gospel | will
include: Managing editor,
will speak on "The Church and the dia for a number of years, returned | is carried on through Provincial or | team movement and was one of the Charles Cookingham; News editor,
Nation." Other addresses of inter to America a short time ago. to spend ganizations corresponding to the
originators of the Youth Conference ! Robert Weaver; Sports editor, Wil
est will be "Contributions to the furlough of a year and a half's dur- i state division of the church societies
which was held last spring. He is liam Smith; Alumni editor, Crystal
in America.
Way Out of Today's Depression," I ation.
I.ockridge; Reporters, Crosby De. Mrs. Abbey accompanies her hus manager of the Taylor book store.
by Samuel S. Wver, of Columbus,
Wolfe, Margaret Trefz, Robert Jac
The
Thalos
chose
Crystal
LockRev. Abbey, who is a son of M. band on some of his trips. Besides
Ohio, and "The Church and its Col
obs,
Marjorie White, Jack Miller,
ridge as Vice President, Rebecca
leges" by President John Owen O. Abbey, of Upland, was gradu their Christian Endeavor work, Rev.
I Evelyn Kendall, Bettilee Peck,
ITalbott
as
Secretary,
Jack
Miller
as
ated from this university in 1916. |and Mrs. Abbey publish a monthly
Gross of Union College.
and Ethel York; Proof readers,
| Following graduation, Rev. Abbey I magazine, "The India Christian En- ! Treasurer and Minerva Gross as asKarl Rice and Cliffton Hoffman;
jsistant
treasurer.
Esta
Herrmann
The annual Taylor University taught for one year in the High i deavor," and prepare topics and
1 Advertising manager, Perry Haines;
Banquet will be held in the Simpson School of Brown Valley, Minn. He ! daily Bible readings for the Junior, was chosen as Chairman of the Cen
Circulation manager, Cecil HamMemorial Church on Thursday eve later joined the South Dakota Con Intermediate, and Senior societies of sor board with Blaine Bishop and
j Clayton Steele
as her assistants. man ; Assistant Circulation Manager,
ning at 5:30 o'clock. This event is ference of the Methodist Church and their districts.
Garfield Steedman; and Secretaries,
of interest to every Taylorite in the served on a charge in Coleman,
During the ten years previous to Verlin Cox was named Custodian
conference and all those close enough South Dakota, for three years. i Rev. Abbey's work among the youth and Cliffton Hoffman was elected Edith Lewis and Olive Severn.
Ralph Lewis, Editor elect for the
to be in attendance. Music and en While in Minnesota, Rev. Abbey was jof India, there had been no general Chaplain.
1935 Gem, comes from Corning,
Meeting
in
Spiers
Hall
the
Phitertainment will he furnished by Tay married to Miss Jesse Norman.
j Secretary, so that his work is not
N. Y. He will be a Senior next
lor University, and Dr. Stuart will
'only that of establishing new socie- i los practically unanimously chose year. During this past year he held
It was in 1920 that Rev. Abbey
|Robert
Jacobs
as
the
Philalethean
be toastmaster and in charge of the
' ties but reorganizing and reviving
and his bride went first to India,
president for 1934 and 1935. Jac- the position of Business Manager of
program.
those that already do exist.
i For five, years the missionary, affilijobs
is a popular member of the Jun- the Gem and has gained much VqluRev. Abbey says: "We have or
The feature service of Sunday will |ated with the Methodist Board of
j ior class.
He is the oratory con ; able knowledge through his experibe the Ordination Service in the .af Missions, served as pastor of the ganized four new Provincial Unions,
testant
of
the
Philos this year and upii^.and also from suggestions which—
ternoon. At the close of this session English speaking people in Ban- at Assam, Central Provinces, Raj- has been outstanding in this line of have been given him by this year's
putana, and Ceylon. The five years,
the appointments will be read and goon, the Capital of Burma.
editor, Jtobert Weaver.
to my mind, have been along the line work in High School and College.
after "God Be With You Till We
John Betzold, a Sophomore this
He was Chairman of the Debate
Meet Again" the. conference will
On his first furlough, Mr. Abbey of evangelism through the organiza Club banquet this year and is the I year, hails from West Collingsstand adjourned until 1935.
studied in the Hartford School of tion of Gospel Team work carried son of Dr. Jacobs, president of the wood, N. J. Mr. Betzold has had
Missions at Hartford, Conn., for on by Indian Christian Workers.
previous work in the newspaper line,
"The things we are doing outside William Taylor Foundation.
three years. It was while here that
and has also served on the editorial
To
support
Jacobs
the
Philos
Taylor U. May Day
he formed the contacts which made of evangelistic work are quite im elected Lauren York to fill the posi staff of the Echo during this last
possible his present work. Through portant. We have stressed service tion of Vice President. Edith Lewis year. During the year he has manDraws Large Crowd the president of the Indian Christian to the villagers, trying to improve was elected secretary and Milton I ifested his interest in the Echo work,
Endeavor Union Executive Council, sanitation, living conditions, home
Persons, treasurer. Lorena Porter ! as well as his ability to fill the
VOCAL, ORGAN, AND BAND NUM Vere Abbey received an invitation to industries, and the like. Through
was chosen to head the board of cen I position of editor.
the
mission
program
ideas
for
bal
be General Secretary of the Chris
The election this year was unique
BERS CONSTITUTE MUSIC
sors
with Perry Haines and Paul
tian F.ndeavor Societies of India, anced diets, better methods of agri
PROGRAM OF DAY
Stephenson as assistants.
Robert in that every staff nomine was elect
culture,
and
the
like
are
projects.
Burma, and Ceylon.
ed by the student body. According
The greatest hope comes when the Titus will be the chaplain.
to the best knowledge of the presThe second annual Taylor Uni
Rev. Abbey returned to India in Indian boys and girls come to school,
ent
staff's this is the first time that
;
Two
farmers
met
on
the
road
and
versity May day drew a number of 1929 and made his headquarters at learn the "whys" and "wherefores"
this has ever happened.
visitors to the campus on Friday, Bangalou. His work has been chief and learn of Christ. One of the pulled up.
"Si, I've got a mule with distemp
May 18. A large group of Taylor ly contacting the societies through j greatest forces in our work, I feel,
V ouldn't it be a terrible world if
friends gathered in to participate in travel. He says that he averaged is the consecration meeting which oc- er. What'd ye give that one of
the
young people were helf as bad as
yours
when
he
had
it?"
the day. Some of then} even coming 75,000 miles a year. He works j curs once a month and is a definite
the old people try to make out we
"Turpentine. Giddap."
from outside the state.
among people of almost all the part of the Christian Endeavor pro
j are ?
A week later they met again.
The program of the day opened Protestants denominations, and the gram. The boys and girls are preSay, Si, I gave my mule turpen
with a special Chapel program. Fol work is carried on in 14 major lan 1 pared for such a service, and it keeps
Even if she can rouge nicely, find
lowing the devotional service Presi guages. In the young peoples' or ; the spirit of Christ alive among tine and it killed him."
i out if she can cook. Two can't live
"Killed mine, too. Giddap."
dent Stuart spoke a few words, after ganization, which is made up of : them."
on rouge.
which Marvin Schilling, president of
the Senior class, welcomed the
guests. Other features of the pro Many Gospel Teams
gram were: organ solo, by Miss Ben
The Bookstore exnett; selection by the University
Busy Over Weekend
Men's Glee Club; and numbers by
! presses its appreciathe Varsity Male. Quartet. Follow
The weekend of May 20th found j .•
n
,
ing this program Dr. Stuart intro several Gospel Teams out helping in j tlOn 101 yOUI P3.ll 011duced many of the guests to the stu the Churches and Sunday Schools.
dent body.
Dr. and Mrs. Cottingham helped in i age and wishes you
The track and field events then the revival services at the Avondale
drew the attention of the crowd. Five Church in Muncie where they had j all a very prosperous
1 he highest type of Christian education in regularly accredited
events were held, 100 and 220 yard very successful meetings. Mr. Al
College of Liberal Arts by the State Board of Education of Indiana.
)
and
happy
vacation.
broad jump, high jump, and ice's team was at Galveston where
Modern buildings with capacity for 500 students.
shot put. The highest honors went they assisted in the Youth's Confer
—Peter Pascoe
to Paul Stuart, graduate of Upland ence. At the Jefferson Township I
One of the most beautifully landscaped campuses in the country.
High School, who took four firsts Church Mr. Schilling's quartet as
An ideal place for study.
and one second. Second honors went sisted in the Sunday School conven
to John Powell, also of Upland. The tion in the morning and afternoon
Highly trained Christian faculty who take a personal interest
girls drew their share of attention services and were at the Geneva
THE
in their students.
by playing a very interesting game Church in the evening- The Varsity
PIONEER DRUG
of soft ball.
veil equipped gymnasium under the supervision of a capable
Quartet was at Trinity Church,
The noon time brought the inter I-ort Wayne, and Mr. Anderson and
director.
STORE
j
est, as well as the presence, of all to Mr. Abbey's quartet were at Little j
TOASTED SANDWICHES
j
.•
J
No smoking, no card playing, no dancing.
the north side of the Music hall Ridge and Muncie.
where a general pot-luck dinner was
leaches the Bible as the inspired Word of God.
served. The diners were entertained
Passenger: "Conductor, that fel
during the meal by a concert by the low sitting opposite us is a lunatic
."end to Tajlor University a list of student names that you
Taylor University Band.
and is scaring my wife and children.
wou like to interest in the kind of education offered at Taylor.
UPLAND REGAL STORE
The main feature of the afternoon He claims he is George Washing
Groceries, Meats and Produce
was a baseball game between Hunt ton."
We Do Not Sell Tobacco
ington College and Taylor. The
Conductor: "I'll take care of the
L. E. HIATT, Prop.
ROBERT LEE STUART, President
home boys won an easv vietorv of matter." (Shouts) "Next station
Phone 61
6-0.
Valley Forge!"
The ninety-first session of the
Nortli Indiana Conference will meet
at Trinity Methodist Episcopal
Church Elkhart, Indiana, from June
6 to 10. This being the SesquiCentennial year .of the church in
America will lend considerable color
to the occasion.

Taylor University
Upland, Indiana
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Thalos Present
The Valiant' as
Final Program

FATHER AND SON PROFESSORS

PAGE FIVE

1935 Class Elects j Church
Kice as President T C
OTHER OFFICERS NAMED IN
RECENT MEETING; NAME
PORTER ASSISTANT

GORDON AND ESTA HERRMANN, j
AND JOHN BETZOLD PLAY
LEADING ROLES

School
1 o Convene in
Early Summer

In a recent meeting the Class of CORTNER ANNOUNCES PLANS
FOR CONFERENCE HERE
•>6 elected Karl Rice of Wisconsin
THIS SUMMER
to lead tin- class next year. Rice
Saturday evening at eight o'clock
will lead the class who will be the
For the third consecutive year the
official hosts of the school. He has
in Shreiner auditorium the Thalonian literary society presented the fin
been outstanding in religious affairs Indiana Summer School for the
al program of this school year. This
since coming here and served as young people of Congregational and
entertainment consisted of a royal
president of the Men's Ministerial Christian Churches will he held at
Association the past term.
Taylor University from June 11-17.
ty play and a small admission was ,
In the same session the class Rev. A. E. Cortner of Muncie, is
charged to aid in paying the royalty
elected Lorena Porter as Vice Presi registrar and business manager of
fee.
Rev. Cortner has
dent, Carmen English, Secretary, the institute.
The play was entitled "The Val
Prof. Harlowe Evans
Dr. George Evans
and Marjorie White as Treasurer. spoken in chapel services at differ
iant." It is a one-act play which 1
Changing former policies the class ent occasions.
was given last year in Connecticut.
V ith the coming of Professor G. has been completed for iiis Ph.D. elected a girl as chaplain, selecting
The chapel speaker for the week
It is a prize play and extremely
dramatic. The play is published by i Harlow Evans to the eliair of the degree and his thesis is in final prep Margaret Kellar to fill this position. will he Rev. C. A. Hauser of Fort
Longman's, Green and Company, chemistry department this year. aration. He will receive this degree The important position of Chairman Wayne, Indiana. Rev. Carl Bald
I aylor has the unique situation of a from the University of Michigan this of the Junior Rules Committee was win of Portland will teach Biblical
New York.
given to Paul Yingling of Kokomo, study. World Friendship will be
The scene was in the Warden's father and son on the faculty. Prof. summer.
office in the state prison at Wethers- Evans is the son of Dr. George Ev
Dr. George Evans has returned to | Indiana. Ruth Coby will be the the topic of Rev. George E. .White
field, Connecticut. The drama took ans, head of the department of our campus again after being in the class representative in the student of Chicago. Special pupil study will
he under the direction of Rev. J.
place at eleven-thirty o'clock on a classical languages and registrar of Methodist Hospital of Indianapolis i council.
the
institution.
\\ illard Yoder, Seymour, Indiana.
for
more
than
a
month.
He
is
rapidly
night when rain was falling voilentProf. Evans entered Taylor Uni regaining his health and has been
The daily program includes Ris
ly outside.
ing Bell, breakfast, Morning watch,
The characters and the actors por versity as a student in 1920 and out lately greeting his many friends.
housekeeping, chapel service, first
traying them are as follows: War spent three years in work here. He Dr. Evans has served the school for
class hour, second ela's hour, assemb
den Holt, Gordon Herrmann; Father received his Bachelor of Science many years, having been a professor
lv, third class hour, dinner. In the
Daly, Clayton Steele; James Dyke, from the University of Michigan. In here longer than any other man out
STEUCKE PRESENTS TWO NUM- afternoon there is a rest hour fol
John Petzold; Josephine Paris, Esta 1926 he received his Masters of Sci side of Dr. Ayres.
lowed by forum hours, recreation,
It is unique indeed for Taylor
BERS OVER STATION WOWO
Herrmann; Dan, a jailer, Norman ence from the same University. Prefree periods and supper. In the ev
IN FORT WAYNE, IND.
Jerome ; and an attendant, Robert1 V10US to c°minS to t!le chemistry de- University to have this father and
ening there will be vesper services,
Yunker.. The cast is to be commend-1 Partment ,l( re lle ^Id the chair of son professorship on its faculty.
cd for the extremely dramatic touch Ithe ehemistry and physics depart Both are at the head of popular de
Professor Irwin Steucke sang over programs, group meetings and other
that thev displayed in presenting ™ent °\ John ' letchcr college in partments and are fine
Christian Station WOWO of Ft. Wayne, Indi interesting events.
Each student has three groups of
this production.
jlowa- At present his resident work leaders upon Taylor's campus.
ana, on Saturday, May 19, 1934. He
classes
and subjects to choose from.
The scene opens witli Warden j
—
was a guest of the WOWO guest
Holt and Father Daly speaking of
program and sang from 1:30 to 1 :40 Students may take the Standard
the matter of dealing with criminals.
P. M. He presented two numbers, Leadership Course at this school and
"Dawn in the Forest" and "Gallop receive credit for it.
The Warden mentions the fact that
(Continued from page 3)
ing Dick" by Fletcher.
lie is betting quite old for his posi
Prof. Steucke is professor of voice
tion.
James Dvke, the prisoner,
the school colors. Softly colored
THE CROWN
confesses that he committed a mur_ j PPOE. GEORGE I ENS 1 ERMACHER spring flowers and sprigs of green in the music department and a grad "The only crown I ask, dear I.ord
der and is very deliberate in saying)
UNANIMOL SLL CHOSEN AS
uate of Syracuse University. This
added an artistic touch.
to wear,
CLASS SPONSOR
that he intended to kill the man. He1
Professor Fenstermaclier presid- year he has successfully directed the Is this—that I mav help a little
also says that he is ready for any
child.
"
i ed as toastmaster, and Coach Corn- Choral Society and Girls' and Men's
kind of punishment that they want
hi^a meeting, the last of the term, j well gave the invocation. The intro Glee Clubs in several programs. I do not ask that I should even stand
to give.-him. All the while he is un-jthe Freshman class elected Garfield duction of outside guests included Next Sunday afternoon he will pre Among the wise, the worthy or the
relenting, cold, and unemotional. He' Steedman of Medina, New- York, as I Mr. and Mrs. Scott of Muncie, print sent the Choral Society in "Peni
great.
proves to he a mystery to Daly and ! president of next year's class. Mr. er of the Gem; Mr. and Mrs. Freese tence. Pardon and Peace," an orator- I only ask that softly, hand in hand,
Holt. They receive about four hun;, .Steedman has been a popular mem- of Upland, printet of the Echo; Mr. ia by J. H. Maunder. Roberta Ben A little child and I may enter at the
dred letters inquiring for a son and ¥>ef of the class this year. HeTias and Mrs. Forkner of Anderson, pho nett will assist him at the organ.
gate.
a friend. A girl comes to the pris done extensive gospel team work and tographer for the Gem; and Mr.
on for an interview with the prison- has been prominent in religious af- Hagon of Muncie, engraver for the
er and her story sounded the most|fairs- He was a member of the bas- Gem.
Following the introduction
logieal and she was granted her re-! ketball and baseball teams.
of guests, Dr. Stuart gave his greet
To support Steedman the class ings of commendation and approval
quest. During the course of the
conversation they learned that this chose Grace Hall for Vice President, of the work done during the past
prisoner had known the girl's broth Aileen C'atlin for Secretary and Clif year. Mr. Gates was then intro
er in the war. He told her of the ton Hoffman, treasurer. Jack Mil duced. After speaking of the work
death of her brother on the battle ler was elected to serve as Chaplain of the Reporter staff during the
From the time we arrived on Tay
The end of a great year is almost
field. He entreats her to comfort and Pcrrv Haines was given the year, he presented the Star Report- lor's Campus last fall until the close here. This is by far the greatest
jer prize to Robert Jacobs. Charles of this our last year, we have en year of mv life. God lias put His
her mother with the fact that her son Sergeant at arms position.
Barry Hunter, retiring president, Cookingham and Crystal Lockridge joyed, as seniors, the spirit of fel seal upon Taylor and is blessing in
died nobly. After the girl had gone
the prisoner realized that his hour was elected as the student council were mentioned as close contestants lowship and cooperation within our a wonderful way. It lias been my
had come. His last words were: member from the class of '37. Hunt- with Mr. Jacobs for this honor. own class, with the other classes, intention as Junior Class president
Then, that for which all had waited and with the administration. We to play what small part I could in
"The valiant never taste death hut er has done Sood work this year.
Because Professor Steucke is not and anticipated came—the presenta leave Taylor with a deep apprecia the rebuilding of Taylor University.
once."
[returning next year it was necessary tion of the bound copies of the Echo tion for the school, and with the spir As I look forward to the coming
| to elect a new sponser. Professor and the Gem. After viewing the it of Christ reigning in our hearts. year, it is my firm belief that even
1 George
Fenstermacher was unani- fruits of their lobar and feeling a
Marvin Schilling
a greater year is in store for us here
mouslv elected.
DENTIST
! sense of gratitude and love in their
President on tliis campus. I intend as Senior
hearts for the school represented by
president to do all within my power
their publications, the banqueters
that the Senior Class of next year
X-RAY
Although the Sophomore class of
Sir Lancelot, in days of old,
parted with a happy farewell at the
may cooperate witli the Administra
Office Over the Bank
this year has not been characterized
Wore armor made of steel.
singing
of
the
Taylor
song.
tion to the very limit in helping to
Phone 331
Upland, Ind.
And everywhere this knight did go,
The following students and guests by numbers, yet I feel we have prog make even a greater Taylor with
ressed
a
long
way
in
the
things
of
Right noble did he feel.
were present: Dr. and Mrs. Stuart,
even higher standards and nobler
He was invited into court
Prof, and Mrs. Fenstermacher, Prof, God. One tiling which lias been out ideals. May God help the new Sen
To dine with Lady Hausers,
and Mrs. Evans, Coach and Mrs. standing is that so many of our class ior Class to do its part.
He spilled some water on his suit,
WOOLARD'S SANITARY
Cornwell, Mr. and Mrs. Scott of have found a vital, personal relation
Blaine Bishop
And rusted his best trousers.
B A R B E R S H O P
Muncie, Mr. and Mrs. Freese of ship with Christ. There is not a
President
Nice Line of Toilet Articles
Upland, Mr. and Mrs. Forkner of doubt in my mind but that the Holy
And Barber Supplies
The old fashioned grandmaw Anderson, Mr. Hogan of Muncie, Spirit can demonstrate the validity
The class of '36 is looking for
First Door North of Myers' Gro.
wanted a seat beside the fireplace
Jo Gates, Owen Shields, Pereival of revealed religion.
ward to higher heights of attainment
John W. Betzold
hut the modern one wants one he- Wesche, Derward Abbey, Charles
in the coming year. With unity in
President our midst we are going to press on
hind the steering wheel.
Stuart, Louise Longnecker, Charles
Cookingham, Robert Jacobs, Isadora
towards tile goal of tile high calling
Deich, Crystal Lockridge, Give
of God in Christ Jesus, confident
I can truthfully say that this has that all of our activities will then he
Crombie, Mae Brothers. Marjorie
White, William McClelland, John been the greatest year of my life. taken care of.
Betzold, Herbert Boyd, Robert Tit As I look back with wondering eves
Karl Rice
us, Kenneth Stokes, Edith Lewis, on the steps that have been taken
President
WE WILL FILL YOUR TANK
Robert Weaver, Ralph Lewis, Ro and the changes that have been made
|
C A F E
berta Bennett, Lorena Porter, Her I am amazed. My election to the
While
1 am grateful for the honor the
bert Ayres, Maxine Henton, Esta office of President of my class I con class of '37 has shown in choosing
YOU FILL YOUR TUMMY
Always Good Food At Dan s
sider an inestimable privilege.
Herrmann and Frances Grace.
jme as President for our Sophomore
My life lias been a continual j year. Loyalty and faithfulness un
Real cause of war: An excited growth since I stepped on Taylor's der the splendid leadership of Barry
MEALS — SHORT ORDERS
statesman made a statement and was Campus, spiritually and physically i Hunter has characterized our class
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
there has been a marked advance j this year. With such a keen group,
AND
too proud to back down.
ment due to the influence of such an next year holds even greater oppor
LUNCH ROOM
environment. I have made the goal tunities to carry on the ideals of Tay
"So you remember way back to of my life a life of service through
lor. Freshmen, let us continue to
the Revolution, do you?"
Jesus Christ who strengthens me.
pull together.
"Yassa. De Revolution and Gin'l
Barry Hunter
Garfield Steedman
Washington an' all them."
President
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
President
"Perhaps you were a witness of
TRY OUR SPECIAL CAKES
Best Materials
the fall of Rome?"
AND PASTRIES FOR YOUR
PARTIES
"Nossa, Ah didn' exactly see it,
There's nothing that makes a na
BEN BRADFORD
The pullet when she comes to laybut Ah recollect hearin' somethin' tion seem so doomed as complete ig in' eggs has the right idea but she
Upland, Indiana
,w I drop!"
norance of the others.
might enlarge upon the plan.

Voice Prof. Sings
On Radio Program

Steedman Elected
Soph. President

GEM-ECHO BANQU'T

Presidents This Year and Next
Speak in the Interest of T. U.

Dr. Chas. W. Beck

TANK and TUMMY
SERVICE

KEEVER'S

T. U. GROCERY

Students

j

j Upland Baking Co.

I'AGE SIX

Juniors Sponsor
Regular Spring
Bon-fire Event
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UNIVERSITY FORENSIC TEAM

Former Student
Gives Stirring
Message Friday

AFTER MARCH EACH CLASS
PRESIDENT PASSES ON
HIS CLASS EMBLEM

JOE BREWINGTON RETURNS TO
TAYLOR AND SPEAKS TO
HOLINESS LEAGUE

FROSH BURNS CAP

SPEAKS ON JACOB

After a brief testimony service
The 1934 edition of class week j
Joe Brewington, a former student of
was brought to a close last Saturday
Taylor University, addressed the
evening, in the last student event of
League. He chose as his text a por
the year, when the Junior Rules
tion of Genesis 32:26. "I will not
Committee sponsered the annual
let thee go." The substance of his
spring hon-fire service. Tradition
message is as follows:
has made this event one of the out
"I like a life that can be felt. I
standing of each year, and a fine
do not believe in "perfect" sanetificrowd, made up of most of the perClosing a successful season of debating the Intercollegiate Debate Squad, under the
j cation, because I have something to
sonel of the four classes, faculty and
direction of Dr. C. L. Nystrom, will lose four of its members besides the services of its
lay on the altar every day. 1 am
many guests and friends, attended.
coach. Marvin Schilling, Owen Shields, Harold Martin and Percival Wesche will all
j continually growing from day to day.
he yjiree upper classes gathered j
graduate next Tuesday and Dr. Nystrom has resigned to become president of a college
Everywhere I go I have a bright
in Michigan. The four men left will make a good nucleus for the squad next year. The
in the parlors promptly at nine-thir
men in the above picture are, left to right, lower row, Peter Pascoe, Marvin Schilling
! testimony for God. You are all right
ty Saturday evening, and inarched
Owen Shields, and Percival Wesche;
Ha
. ,, upper
-, row,, Clifton Hoffman,. Harold
Martin, Jack
until you get out alone in a church
across the campus in a procession
Miller, and Clarence Miller. Shields ..«j
->• .the teams.
and tVesche were captains of
Lwhere there are three backslidden
between learge torches upheld by the
people; then you need something
members of the Class of '37. After
*f| THE "OLD GRADS" VISIT
that is real and which lasts. You
arriving at the scene of the event,
need spiritual strength. I thought
Robert Titus led the group in the
J | The "old grads" all came back toat first
that you had to live the
first verse of the Taylor Song. As
|
day;
j Christian life by your own efforts,
the words of the song died out, two
They made a pleasing sight;
guests came driving to the scene in
a Devil for
SOLOS, DUETS AND READINGS I J?4 1 havekffed; 1
j We all rejoice to have them here
:21
years,
but
when
I
was
saved, I
an ancient model of a Ford produced
INCLUDED IN ANNUAL
(Editor's note: The "Among Our And f'leJ enjoyed it, quite.
was truly converted.
"car." The guests alighted from the
SPRING CONCERT
car and were recognized as "Ollie" Profs" editor has chosen to 1present W.i
,
,
, . , ,
,
"Time and again you go to the al„
. , , . ,, .
,
. iney sat around and Jloked and
Drake and Crystal Loekridge. Drake our President in tins column this
•
, ,
1 tar ,and testify to "Nation, and in
Pupils
taught
by
Miss
Sadie
Louas the old grandfather and Lock- week. He has not been 1presented in i ,, ' n ,, ,
,
ise Miller and enrolled in the Junior '3° ,ys ,you ar® Daokslidden. I can
., •
,
, ,
.
,
As they recalled each
ridge playing the part of his grand tins column before in order to save
11 Ti
i a
Of all the pranks they used to play Department of the Taylor Univer- S6C Ja?°b wrestling with all the endaughter, presented in a vivid man- the presentation for this issue.s'ty School of ?
Music were presented e'gy .tllat, he could «et a»d all the
To aggravate the dean.
ner the prophecy of the class of '34. |
recital at Shreiner auditorium amblt,on lle possessed, and when lie

Junior Department
Gives Fine Recital

Following this part of the pro- i _ Robert Lee Stuart was born on j And Dean, he sat and chuckled, too on Friday evening of last weTkTThe |!l?d ^ alf J®! C,0ul? S?y conciernillg
gram, Jo Gates, president of the stu- September 12, 1883, at Basham, Vir And then went on to say
following students took part in the G°? and wllen he had wrestled all
dent council, presided and after ajginia. His parents were the late That, 'way back when he went to program:
Edward Fox, Richard ™ght'thls determination came, that
1 "0t let thee go'
few words presented Marvin Schil- Charles Wesley Stuart and Lorena
Cottrill, John Edward Pugh, Milan ,,
I onight
school,
ling, president of the senior class. |J. Stuart now of Delaware. It will He used to act that way!
hat
Same
Guy and Leta Duckwall, Robert f
, P0Wer exists' 1 had to
tllc altar.
Schilling spoke briefly upon the pol- be of interest to note here that Dr.
Taylor, Robert Fenstermaclier, Joan ay ever3'thln«
I had
0
ve
lay
a
glrl
on
the altar"
Hc
icy of the Senior Class. A striking j Stuart's mother has arrived at Tay- And told about the time that he
Richards, Martha Carolyn Revnolds.j* f "
statement was his declaration, "T dor for the current commencement Sneaked in the old fire-door •
Juanita Johnston, Gene Gibbs, Elizher and gave her back to me.
think that the class of '34 has not! season,
ve to seek God. When Jacob
And all the "old grads" chuckled "belli Ann Riebeling, Marv Ellen We
been noted so much for what they |
Jones, Betty Johnston, Harriett Ann
™ that be was 1,1 the Presence
some
and after he had PraJ'ed all
have done, as for what they have not!
Corn well, Joan Powell, Martha Jane °?
And burst into a roar
done."
This statement portrayed
e
i Atkinson, Carolyn Pogue, Lorman "^'1 be promised that if God ^
gave
vr_.li rip.n t~\
•i
tv
nim tood
clothinrr Bp u-mhIiI
the fine spirit of the class. At tte
And laughed and-laughed, and told and Noell Elliott, Dorothy Fenster-" . , , food and clothing he would
I believe be was converLvi
close of his address he presented
again
macher, Josephine Stuart, Lorraine:"1
then.
Blaine Bishop the senior cane. Bish
j Tlic clever thing they'd done;
Riebeling, Elizabeth Irwin, and
op then spoke concerning his class,
"I asked a man, 'When Jacob
i And Dean, he smiled about each trick ' Maxine Nelson.
the class of '35, and at the close,
prayed, what did he do; what was
And called it "boyish fun."
called John Betzold to the front and
, the cause of the broken thigh?" And
DR. A. LINCOLN SHUTE
presented the junior key to him.
But I sneaked in the fire-door
The Echo received the annoncement | the man said he thought Jacob was
After speaking of the religious
(I should have had more sense!)
today that Dr. A. Lincoln Shute had ! having a night mare, and in his
spirit and zeal of the Sophomore
And Dean, he had my S. P.'s been elected as a member of the Na- dream he walked out and fell and
broke his thigh.
Class, Betzold called Garfield Steedjerked—
tional Association of Biblical Instruc
"At the break of day Jacob cried,
man, president elect of next year's
It was a grave offense.
tors. This is indeed an honor for Dr.
1 will not let thee go.' I came here
Sophomore class and presented to
Shute and one that all his friends and
to Taylor to get spiritual food. When
him the Freshman flag which had
] Somehow he didn't see the jokestudents should enjoy with him.
you pray at night, do you remember
disappeared the same day. Follow
It makes me feel quite sad
all your friends about you? Can
ing this he then presented Steedman,
That what he laughed about in them
Doc.: "When did you first suspect
you get a grip on God tonight for
who was representing Barry Hunter
For me was really bad.
that your husband was not all right Taylor?
| mentally?"
~ j
God knows nothing but
the present president of the class
, , , victory. Victory is His, and all the
Af
r
who was out of town, the sophomore
But I will not be angry now
Mrs. Jones: When he shook the|forees of the Devil cannot upset
emblem. Steedman then spoke of
For I'll come back some day
ar°Und God's PlanCan we look UP I" God
the challenge that the Freshman
And Dean and 1 will laugh about
on the floor for apples.'
Dr. Robert Lee Stuart
"
"
like
Jacob,
with simple childlike
Class had received from the upper
The pranks I used to play.
OI la pod.
faith and say, "I will not let thee
three classes and of their goals of
By Marion Phillips.
go." The Devil comes around in
Dr. Stuart journeyed far away
the coming year. At the close he
^loung Man:
Will you marry mysterious ways trying to defeat
from home to Asbury college in Ken
tossed his cap into the fire.
sitv in the hearts of mankind. Dur- me?"
you. It is not so hard to live a Chris
At the close of the hour, Jo Gates tucky for his academy work. In i ing this time he has seen his son
Heiress: "No, I'm afraid not."
tian life at Taylor. The thing that
1906
he
was
graduated
from
Taylor
presented the gavel of the Student
Marvin go out to take his place in
Young man: "Oh, come on, be a I am trying to stress is to be sure
Council to Mr. Gordon Herrmann, University with the degree of Bach the ministry of the Methodist support."
that you have a grip on Christ Jesus.
president elect of that organization elor of Philosophy. At that time Church. Today there is a deep sense !
—California Pelican. I am praying for Taylor every day,
for next year, and requested Mr. Dr. Ayres was dean of the college. of gratitude in the hearts of true stu- :
that we may get a grip on God that
In March 1908 Dr. Stuart was
Herrmann to close the meeting.
dents, alumni and friends of the
"Say, waiter, this coffee is nothing Jacob had. Please read Genesis, the
Herrmann spoke some words appre- married to Josie Lena Conner. To school for the work that Dr. Stuart but mud."
28th to 33rd chapters inclusive and
ciation for the position and called!Ibis union five children were born, has done for the school.
"It was ground this morning."
see what Jacob fought.
upon Bob Titus to lead in the last i Marvin 81, Elizabeth '33, Charles
verse of the Taylor Song. As the a member of the class of '35, Paul
fire died down the group went back who will enter Taylor next year as
to their rooms. One group in par a freshman, and Josephine. Dr. and
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENT COUNCIL
ticular a little sorrowful, knowing Mrs. Stuart were oppointed to serve.
\\ biting, Iowa, for their first charge,
that this was their last bon-fire.
j Subsequently they served Paulina,
[Adron, Humbolt and Spencer churehWhy Is It Folks Will
j es, all churches in the Northwest
Strive To Get The
; Iowa conference of the Methodist
Wishbone At A Turkey Feast
church. In 1923 he received his
When There Is So Much More
Doctor of Divinity degree from his
Nourishment On The Leg?
Alma Mater.
After serving the large Newton
"I see the widow across the street
church in the Iowa Conference for
is wearing tweeds!"
i five years (Mr. T. H. May tag's home
"Huh?"
! church) Dr. Stuart was appointed
"I said, I see the twidow is wear to First Church, El Dorado, Kansas,
ing weeds."
a church in the Southwest Kansas
"What?"
Conference. It was from this charge
"I said, I see the tweedow is wear that Dr. Stuart was called to the
ing wids—I mean the weedow is presidency of Taylor University
The Student Council of Taylor University is composed of one member from each
wearing twids—the widow is wear- April 7, 1931. In the fall of 1931
class. The representative of the Senior - Class is president and the member of the
ing wids. Oh, well, neighbor has a he was inaugurated into this office.
Junior Class is secretary. The council is composed this year of those pictured above,
new suit."
—Kitty Kat.
| Since that time Dr. Stuart has
left to right, Jo Gates, president; Crystal Loekridge, secretary, Evelyn Shaw, and Clif
j worked unceasingly in the interest j
ton Hoffman. Since its organization the purpose has been to maintain a spirit of unity
and cooperation between the faculty and students. Elected to represent the student
Director: 'Hey, hold that for a of the school. He has traveled from
point of view the council seeks to further the mutual understanding of these two groups.
second!"
coast to coast, from north to south i
The council sponsers the annual New Student Reception in the fall and assists Miss
Actor: "Sorry. The pie is cast." attempting to place Taylor UniverDare in preparing programs for the Friday evening dinners.
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Coach Cornwell
Gives Athletic
Awards Thurs.

PAGE SEVEN

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY LETTER CLUB

I
EIGHT MEN WIN VARSITY "T";
SIX FRESHMEN TO RECEIVE
LETTERS NEXT FALL

Leaders Give
Schedule for
Summer Tearns

|THREE TEAMS TO UO EXTEN
SIVE WORK; QUARTET TO
TRAVEL AGAIN

Concluding the year as far as ath
letic events were concerned, Coach
Herschel Cornwell led a brief con
vocation period Thursday morning
in honor of those men and women
winning awards this year. This is
an annual program at which the let
ters and certificates of award are
given to those who merit them.
All men playing in half or more
of the games and coming up to other
qualifications, received a letter in
The "T" Club is composed of all men who have received the Varsity "T." The pur
pose of the organization is to aid in the development of the athletic program by serving
basketball or baseball. However,
as an advisory board to Coach Cornwell and assisting in the administration of the de
no man may win two letters, thus he
partment s program. Four of the men in the above picture will not be members of the
may win his letter by participation
club until next tall as freshmen are not included in the club. They are Duckwall, Hunter
in both sports. Howard, Miller and
omitn and Stephenson. Arthur Howard, president, and Jo Gates, secretary are the
Stuart received their "T" by parti
only men to graduate from the club this spring. The men are. left to right lower
row, Miller, Persons, Stuart, Smith, Stephenson, and Weaver; upper row Duckwall
cipating in both sports.
Gates,
Gates, Howard, Hunter, Kidder, and Lewis.
Boyd, Lewis, and Cookingham re
ceived letters for participation in
baseball. Weaver received his letter
for basketball. These were the on
ly men to win the coveted "T" this
year.
According to a rule set down by
the "T" Club this year, no Fresh
YOUNG MINISTER TO RECEIVE
man may receive his letter, but he
ANDERSON PASTOR EMPHASIZES
MASTER'S DEGREE IN
may earn a letter and receive it in
NEED OF SPIRIT FILLED
the fall of the next year when and if
TUESDAY SERVICE
FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST
he rturns to school. This is to dis
courage men from coming to school
On May 22, Rev. W. H. BransThe only graduate degree to be
and then dropping
out after the first] , .
' • "'
, , 11 n
.,
.
tord, 1pastor of the First M. E. REV. AND MRS. STUART VISIT given this year will be the confervear and to encourage them to come !
TAYLOR RELATIVES AND
Church in Anderson, delivered a
ing of the Degree of Master of Arts
back the second year. "Bill" Smith
brilliant and stirring message on
FRIENDS THIS WEEK
in Theology upon Charles Taylor of
will receive his letter next fall for
"The Army of the Cross."
Upland. Mr. Taylor graduated from
participation in both sports. DuckRev.
Robert
Marvin
Stuart
'31
Taylor
in 1.931, receiving then his
wall and Hunter will gain the covPaul, strong in the grace which is
e ted "'I for basketball. Hamman, jjn Christ Jesus, endured hardness as and Mary Ella Rose Stuart '30 have Bachelor of Arts degree.
Steedman and M ilson won their T |a soldier of the cross, as he faced the arrived upon Taylor's campus for
in baseball and will receive them | problem of going into a decadent civ- the commencement. Rev. and Mrs.
next fall.
: ilization and letting God transform Stuart came from Woods Hole, Mass
Certificates awarded were; Varsity i therein, Jesus, realizing in full what achusetts where Rev. Stuart is pas
Basketball:
Duckwall,
Hamman,]it meant to be his disciple, bade his tor of the Methodist Church.
Stuart received his Bachelor of
Howard, Hunter, Miller, Smith, j disciples to count the cost. After
Systematic
Theology degree from
Steedman, Stephenson, Stuart, and three intensive years there were just
AVeavr r; V arsity Baseball.: Bastiaiy i one hundred and twenty who sur- Boston School of Theology this year.
Boyd, Cookingham, Duckwall, Gates', vived the persecution and were will At present he is'"planning to "return
Hamman, Howard, Lewis, Miller, ing to go into Pentecost's upper room to that institution to work on his
Smith, Steedman, Stuart, Wilson; to dare! But in that group Jesus Master's degree in the same depart
Varsity Track: Herrmann, Jerome, had an army that was ready to die ment.
While in Taylor Rev. Stuart edit
Kidder, Persons, Stuart; Varsity for the Commander and to reveal the
Tennis: Hoffman, Linn, Long, Ying- cross. We need an army of Christ ed the 1930 Gem and received Allling.
today, an army of fierce saints who American Rating on it, the highest
Certificates for men's intermural hate nothing but wrong. Abraham rating given by the National Schol
basketball were awarded to Boyd, Lincoln once said, "The only ground astic Press Association of Minneapo
Drake, Gates, Schilling, Shields, between right and wrong is a battle lis, Minnesota. He is an ordained
Charles E. Tayor
Wesche, Seniors; Abbey, Bastian, ground." It is easy not to face the deacon in the Nortli Indiana Confer
ence
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Herrmann, Krusehwitz, Long, Per facts of the day. Clever deceptions
Rev. Taylor is a member of the
sons, Strong, York, Juniors; Avres, have simply ruined the possibility Church and has completed his work
Bowman, Goldenhogen, Kidder, Ten- of fellowship and brotherhood. It for Elder's ordination. Both Rev. North Indiana Conference of the
nant, Yingling, Sophomores; Brown, means that you and I must draw and Mrs. Stuart are Thalos, being- Methodist Church. He has filled
Holder, Lautensehlager, Yunker, near Him and meet His demands. active in the literary and athletic three appointments, one in the Ft.
Linn, Freshmen.
It will be a dynamic hour when we phases of this organization. Mrs. Wayne District and two in the KoCertificates for women's intramur get an army of truth-tellers. This Stuart was a member of the Thalo komo District. Last year he attend
al basketball were awarded to Ben is the only hope to stem the tide of girls basketball team which won the ed the New York Biblical Seminary
nett, Brown, Deich, Gilmore, Niebel rottenness that sweeps across the champoinship all four years she was and returned here this year to re
in school.
sume his studies. He is an EulogPugli and Walker, Seniors; Brothers, world.
onian and a Philalethean. He is a
Coby, Frey, Kendall, D. Lewis, M.
12,000 murders, 30,000 suicides,
member of the University Choral So
Lewis, Toolev, Juniors; Coby, Gross,
ciety and of the Men's Ministerial
Harris, Hawkins, Herrington, E. 100,000 assaults occurred last year.
Association.
Lewis, MacKcllar, Peck, Phillips, I 4 required fifteen times more money
s
ti"e
crime than to
Rev. Taylor took as his subject
Freshmen.
for his Master's Thesis, "The Place
Certificates for intramural tennis finance the public educational sys- ]
of Mass Evangelism in the Growth
and track were not awarded in time tem. The cost of the late war would
Professor George Fenstermacher and Development of the Christian
; have financed
the present religious
for this issue of the Echo.
program for six hundred years. The j was the leader of the splendid de Church. This thesis lias been grad
; youth of today must catch the pic votional hour on a recent Thursday ed by the committee on Master's
ture. Has anyone ever thought of I evening. The basis of his thought Thesis and by Dr. Shute of the Bible
| the power of three hundred youngi was the familiar chapter of John 15, Department.
the portion which deals with the
!men utterly given to God?
Rev. Taylor is the son of Dr. My
thought of the union of Christ and ron Taylor, well known evangelist
Jesus strips of all disguises and. His followers. It was this close
and former Business Manager of
swings up his rugged cross to ay,! walk, communion to which our atten
I)r. Rebecca Parrish, a former If any man will come after me, let: tion was directed. Reference was Taylor University. He and Mrs.
missionary to the Philippine Islands, him deny himelf, and take up his1 made to Enoch, the man who walked Taylor live on the campus and live
here between meetings which they
brought to the faculty and students cross.
To call men and women to witli God some three hundred years.
a vivid picture of the medical work His way may mean misunderstand How much more should we walk have held from coast to coast.
in the Islands in a recent chapel ser ings, conflicts, and clashes.
witli him during our short span of
Sound travels at the rate of 734
vice. The missionaries to this dis
life!
miles
per hour except when you are
The
body
of
one
hundred
and
trict felt the need of a medical cen
Practicing, cultivation the pres
ter botli for themselves and for the twenty marched out of the room of ence of God is one of the most out trying to get a boy up in the morn
ing.
natives and so the clinic of which Dr. Pentecost in absolute self abandon standing measures to develop in
Parrish was the head was estab ment. In three short centuries they forestalling the spiritual casualities
lished. All types of cases were cared had honeycombed the Roman empire which are so prevalent during the
for, but one of the largest fields was and planted the cross of Christ. summer. When' we are separated,
PROFESSIONAL
among the children as child mortal \\ lien God's fire burns through every we cultivate the presence of our
unworthy
element
of
the
personality
CAREER
ity is very high. Milk stations, pre
mother, our family, but practicing
then
,c" shall
SI|aii we follow the blood-red
Hundreds of college men and women
natal clinics, and kindergartens were i "
the presence of God is even dearer
have found a pleasant and dignified career
established. The aim of the clinic jbanner of our Christ
as optometrical eye specialists!
and more vital.
The Pennsylvania State College of Op
was to start the family right. Much i~
—
Personal testimonies fired with the
tometry, a class "A" school, offers a de
gree
course. Extensive clinical facilities,
of this work was promoted by means
>•—•<
determination to remain true to
complete laboratories and equipment, wellknown
faculty.
of radio talks.
Christ through the testing vacation
period followed the leader's message.
Dr. Parrish said also that she felt j
Pennsylvania State
that while preaching is valuable it J
College of Optometry
Some folks are as polite as they
is not all important, as the physical, I
For catalog write Registrar, Box C, Spencer
Ave. and Twelfth St., Philadelphia. Pa.
body must be cared for as well as ; j NEWS STAND — INSURANCE| know how to be which isn't quite
enough.

Rev. Bransford Gives Stirring Charles E. Taylor
Message on"Army of the Cross" To Receive Degree
Marvin Stuart *31,
Gets S.T.B. Degree

Professor of Music
Speaks Recently in
Weekly Prayer Hour

Dr. Parrish Speaks
On Need for Medical
Missionaries Today

j

Upland
Insurance Agency

Dr. Cottingham and Miss Gerken
have anounced that an extensive
schedule of quartet and gospel team
work will be carried on again this
summer. During each summer for
many years Taylor University has
sent many teams out in the interest
of tiie school and the Kingdom of
God. One of the most popular of
these teams has been the Taylor
University Male Quartet which will
again be representing the school this
summer.
This quartet composed of Lauren
York of New York, Bass, Ralph
Long of Kokomo, Baritone, Robert
Titus of Pennsylvania, Second Ten
or, and Robert Dennis of Massachu
setts, First Tenor, will begin a full
schedule by singing at the North
Indiana Conference Session at Elk
hart, Indiana, the same week as
Commencement. Dr. Stuart will al
so speak at this sesion. Following
this week they will journey to Dix
on where Cottingham will be with
the quartet and Dr. Stuart at the
large camp meeting there. Other
places where they will be this sum
mer are the New Freedom Camp
Meeting in Pennsylvania, Buffalo
summer meeting, Toledo, Ohio, De
troit, Mihc., Saginaw, Michigan, Col
umbus, Ohio, Indianapolis, Indiana,
and East St. Louis, Missouri.
The second quartet made up of
V alter Martin of Pennsylvania,
First Tenor, John Betzold of New
Jersey, Second Tenor, Marvin Schil
ling of Wisconsin, Baritone, and Iv
an Hodges of Florida, Bass, will al
so travel for the school. Most of
their work will be in Pennsylvania,
New York and Michigan. They will
begin at Kinzua, Pennsylvania, on
June 15.
It is possible that Wayne Allee
will again lead a team made up of
i'laine Bishop and others. They will
work in camp meetings and youth
meetings in Indiana.

Freshman Injured
In Auto Accident;
Suffers Fracture
The many friends of Esther Bak
er of Hartford City, Indiana, have
been sorry to hear of her serious in
jury in a recent auto accident which
iias left her in a critical condition
and caused her to be unable to finish
this term's work.
While riding witli a friend re
cently, the ear in which Miss Baker
was riding plunged into a cement
culvert after the steering apparatus
had broken. The friend was not in
jured hut Miss Baker suffered a
crushed chest and broken limb be
sides many cuts and bruises. It has
been reported that in the accident
her right hip was pushed upward
almost six inches and that as yet the
specialists have not been able to set
the bone in her limb.
Miss Baker is a member of the
class of 27 and has been driving
from home every day during the
spring term. Her many freinds wish
her a quick and complete recovery.
When a man lends his inflence lie
seldom gets it back.
Sometimes a politician can't tell
the people where lie stands because
he is on the run.
BASKE TBALL SCHEDULE
1934-1935
Nov. 16- —Taylor at Anderson
Nov. 23- -Huntington at Taylor
Nov. 29- —Taylor at Ind. Central
Dev. 1- -Taylor at Ball State
Dec. 6- -Concordia at Taylor
Dec. 14- -Kokomo at Taylor
Jan. 11- -Anderson at Taylor
Jan. 18- -Taylor at Manchester
Jan. 25 -Taylor at Huntington
Feb. 8 -Ind. Central at Taylor
Feb. 13 -Manchester at Taylor
Feb. 16 -Tavlor at Concordia
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Trojans Defeat
Concordia Nine
In Sec'd Game
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TROJANS TO CLOSE SEASON

BILL SMITH LEI) HOME TEAM
TO VICTORY WITH A 2 TO 1
SCORE; HOWARD, MILLER AND
WILSON EACH GET TWO HITS;
HOWARD AND MILLER BRING
IN RUNS.

Holding Concordia to four hits
and smashing out a powerful three
bagger himself, Bill Smith led the
Taylor Trojans to a 2 to 1 victory
over the Concordia aggregation Sat
urday in the last home game of the
season for the Taylorites. Smarting
under a loss to the Ft. Wayne team
previously the Trojans started out
with two runs in the third inning
and were never threatened until the
last inning when the visitors scored
and put a man on third with the ty
ing run.

TRACK

Taylor Wins 6-0
Victory in May
Day Ball Game
|TROJANS GET EARLY START BY
SCORING TWO RUNS IN FIRST
INNING; STEEDMAN KNOCKS
HOME RUN; SMITH HOLDS
HUNTINGTON NINE TO ONLY
SIX HITS.

The Taylor Trojans will finish up their current season tomorrow with a double
header against Indiana Central at Indianapolis. This will be the last game for Howard,
shortstop; Gates, first baseman; and Boyd, outfielder. These men will graduate next
Tuesday. The personel of the picture above are, first row, left to right, Boyd, Wilson,
Hamman, Stuart, Howard and Gates; second row, Bastian, Yingling, Lewis, Miller,
Cookingham, Lautenschlager, and Steedman; back row, Coach Corn well, Yunker, Abbey,
Brown, Duckwall, Goldenbogen, and Assistant Coach Smith.

Although there were six errors be
hind the pitching of Smith he man
aged to hold Concordia in check and
good control coupled with eight hard
hits for the purple and gold paved
the way for the victory. Howard,
Miller, and Wilson with two hits
each led the Taylor stickers. A
fast double play on a purposed STUART TAKES FIRST & THIRD
squeeze play in the final inning
IN LITTLE STATE MEET;
stopped the game from going into ex
4 TAYLORITES THERE
tra innings.

As a climax to the May Day fes
tivities the Taylor Trojan nine com
pletely submerged the Huntington
j Foresters sending them home on the
I short end of a 6 to 0 score. Probabj ly enthused by a fine crowd the Tro
jans went to work from tire very
; beginning and after scoring two runs
in the first inning were never threat1enod.
i Allowing only six hits and keeping
them well scattered, Bill Smith
j turned in the best game of this year.
Smith bad good control and relied
i upon his curve ball to get ahead of
; his man and then struck them out
| with his fast ball. At no time in the
| game was he in danger, and during

Chuck Stuart Places Third in Trojans Encounter
Ind. Central Ninel^I"'.,'0"
Low Hurdles of Big State Meet

e(""lc<1

j To lead the hitting three men,
DOUBLE-HEADER CARDED FOR j Cookingham, Steedman and Gates,
SATURDAY; TAYLORITES
each made three hits out of four
times at hat. Howard, Miller and
SEEK REVENGENCE
Wilson eaeli got one to make the
The Taylor Trojans travel to the total of 12 hits off the pitching of
capital city Saturday to battle the Lechleidner, Forester pitcher. I.echWeller pitched all the way for
Saturday, May 19, Coach CornIndiana Central Greyhounds in a leidner had to overcome the five er
Concordia and was given good sup well took four men to the Little bPAUL STUART SCORES TWENTYdoable header as the final night cap rors made by his teammates.
port, but he made the mistake of State Track and Field Meet at EarlTHREE POINTS; POWELL
The Trojans were a different team
of the 1934 spring baseball season.
grooving the ball too many times.
ham College in Richmond, Indiana.
WINS JUMP EVENT
The work of the Trojans' nine is in this game. Making only three er
Summary;
While all of the men but one failed
all cut out and if they are to win rors, one being a had throw by How
Paul Stuart and John Powell dom- j these games heads up ball will have ard after knocking down a terrific
TAYLOR U.
AB. H. O. F,. to place the experience gained was
line drive, and another a dropped
Mfoward, ss
4
1
2
i well worth while and the honor for inated the events in the May Day to be played at all times,
Third strike by Wilson, the Trojans
„
T
Miller, 3b
4
1
2
1 the school pained by the performance track and field meet sponsered bv
In the
encounter of the sea- ably hacked up their pitcher. In
Steedman, 2b .... 3
0
0
0 of one, Chuck Stuart, was worthy of the Senior Class. Stuart dashed to j 80 th
victory
in
the
100
and
220
dashes!
"
° Greyhounds captured both every game this year they have out
entrance.
Cookingham, rf. . . 4
0
0
0
Stuart raced around two curves to I and captured first places also in the e» * °Q 1C, °u c if,a .er. \ scores hit their opponents hut errors have
Wilson, c
4
0
2
0
f
and 2" " , Thelr bal
team made it costly and have been the
Lewis, If
3
0
0
2 win tlie 220 yard low hurdles, beat shot put and the high jump. He took! °
m,cludes s^'eral ,dan^rous
cause of the pitchers' downfall.
second
to
Powell
in
the
broad
jump.
|
"«ers
Gates, lb
1
0
0
2 ing bis nearest competitor two yards
who pa" collect their share of safeSteedman connected in the fifth
Boyd, cf
3
0
0
0 to the tape. His time was 25 :4 which Harold Miller collected several .
ltlC8 f r,0m most °f tbe Po l('*c
ers
f
for a drive that went over the right
Smith, p
3
0
1
0 is good considering running around points with a number of third places
to his credit
and they are tough to beat. They fielder's head and romped all the
Hammann, If .... 2
0
1
0 curves and on a soft track. Enter
,
. . .
. .
. ,
i only used one pitcher for both games
Totals
31
2
8
(i ing the high hurdles he managed to j Stuart finished with 23 points out here and he was effectivc all the way home for his second homer of
the year. Miller and Wilson both
place third behnd the man who later j of a possible 25 points. He received
CONCORDIA
AB. H. O. E. went on to win the state champion-j the certificate given for the highest way. However, they have even a hit out three baggers. Miller also
tougher pitcher on the roster and it
Zoltks, 3b
3
0
0
0 ship in that event.
j aggregate points in the meet. Pow- is going to be no easy task to take pulled a smart hidden ball trick to
Zechner, 2b
4
0
1
1
catch the only man to reach third
I.ast Saturday Stuart and Kidder j ell received the second certificate,
Schild, ss
4
0
0
0 journeyed to Purdue University, Ribbons were given for three places both ends of this twin bill.
base, standing off the bag. This
Koss, If
3
0
0
0
The team is looking better jn was Ware who got the only extra
where Stuart entered the hurdles! in each event,
Schaenher, rf . . . . 2
0
0
0
and Kidder the two mile. After
Tli day was ideal for the meet and ^'lese later games and provided they base hit off' Smith, a three-bagger
Jacobs, lb
4
0
0
0
placing third in the trials, Stuart considerable interest was shown settle down and make a minimum to right.
Buchaginer, cf . . . 4
1
1
1
Summary:
went on to place third in the finals ! among the spectators. The failure of errors they will make it plenty
Heifers, c
4
0
1
1
of the low hurdles. The time of 1 of several contestants, who had en- tough for the Indiana Central bovs.
TAYLOR U.
AB. R. H. E.
Wellers, p
4
0
t
0
the winner was 24:4 and Chuck was tered, to participate cut down the
Smith and Miller will divide the Howard, ss
4
2
1
1
Myers, rf
2
0
0
0
hard on his heels at the finish
In j entries considerably but neverthe- pitching duties and jf in form
y
Miller, 3rd
4
0
1
0
Totals
34
1
4
3
the highs Stuart failed to qualify for less great enthusiasm was displayed j sjlould be very effective Stuart mav Wilson, c
3
1
]
l
Taylor U.. 00200000 0—2 ! the finals hut it must be remembered over the meet.
i,e used as a'relief hurler if neces Cookingham, rf . . . 4
O
3
0
Concordia . 00000000 1—1 j that only last year Stuart threw out
In the girls' soft ball game, the sarv. The line up will be practical Lewis, If
3
0
0
0
both knees and the pull on the knees visiting girls soundly swamped the
ly the same as started the Concordia Steedman, 2nd .... 4
1
3
l
is very tense in the high event. Kid team made up of Taylor coeds. The
game except for third base when Gates, 1st
4
1
3
0
der ran a nice race to finish eighth visiting girls had apparently played | Miller is pitching.
Boyd, cf
4
0
0
0
in the two mile run which was won ball before because they fielded and
Smith, p
4
0
0
0
i by Sears of Butler. Purvis, of Pur batted like veterans and succeeded
Hamman, If
0
1
0
0
due, nephew of Cornwell, won the in winning by a nice sized margin.
1 he man who never hears any
34
6 12
3
javelin throw with a heave of over
thing had about himself must spend
half his time sticking his fingers in HUNTINGTON AB. It. H. E.
The class track meet was held ; 195 feet.
his ears.
Mignery, ss
4
0
1
0
Tuesday and Wednesday of this Stuart has three nice medals to add !
jPfeiffer, 1st
4
0
0
1
week. The meet was held too late to his high school collection and with
m r
t-»
|Ware, If
4
0
1
0
to get the results in the paper but the experience of this year will un- j
To Huntington BoyS
S P R I N G S P O R T R E T U R N S | Davis, c
4
0
1
]
much enthusiasm was displayed over doubtedly win some more races for
| Bailey, cf
3
0
1
]
the meet.
himself next year.
i The Taylor tennis team lost its
Baseball
jDeGroff, rf
3
0
1
2
jreturn engagement with Huntington Taylor 9
Hartford
City
2
It was conducted on the deeathaiGoodale, 3rd
4
0
1
0
in four straight matches. Although Taylor 21
Hartford City ] 1
lon plan this year with a percentage ior class were the backbones of their
• Cusen, 2nd
3
0
0
0
they displayed a better and more Tay lor 16
Huntington 3
basis deciding the outcome. Each respective teams.
i I.eehleidner, p .... 3
0
0
0
I consistent type of tennis the Hunt- Taylor 7
Ball State 11
class was to enter three men in eacli
Accomplishments were rated on ington team had too much power.
Schumer, ef
1
0
0
0
Taylor
2
Indiana Central 15
event and the grand total of percent the following:
34
0
6
5
Hoffman lost his singles match to Taylor 1
Indiana Central 2
age from the six events decided the
Bowman, 0-6, 3-6, and Hoffman and T aylor 6
100
yard
dash—11
seconds.
Concordia 9
winner. The 100 yard dash, 120
Linn bowed to Mignery and Cook in Taylor 6
Shot put—40 feet.
Huntington 0
yard low hurdles, 880 yard run, shot
a thriller, the scores being 9-11, 6-4, Taylor 2
120 low hurdles—15 seconds.
Concordia 1
put, high jump and broad jump were
COME IN AND LOOK AT OUR
17-9. I.ong was beaten by Johnson
High jump—5 feet.
the events included in the meet.
Track
1-6,
4-6,
and
Long
and
Yingling
lost
Broad jump—18 feet.
NEW BOOKS IN THE
Triangular
lr meet at Muncie
Considerable interest was shown
880 yard run—2 min. 30 seconds. their doubles match to Johnson and
Taylor 23, Ball State Frosh
Bowman 1-6, 3-6.
for the meet and several non-varsity
25%, Butler Frosh 82
It was not necessarv that tliev
This concludes the match play
men worked daily in preparation for
placed one, two, or three. If you for the tennis team this year and al Triangular meet at Taylor
it.
finished thirteenth you would score though they didn't win they deserve
Taylor 41, Anderson 17. Ball
Jerome and Steele from the fresh according to the percentage of the to be commended for their hard and
Frosh 67
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
man class, Kidder of Sophomores, above your mark equalled. For ex consistent work they have put in.
BOOKSTORE
Tenni
Bastian, Persons and Herrmann of ample a 30 foot shot put would score They have received some valuable
Peter Pascoe, Mgr.
Huntington 3
the Juniors, and Gates, Boyd, Schil 750 points, regardless of whether experience this year which will be Taylor 2
Taylor 0
Huntington 4
ling, Drake, and Wesche of the Sen- that put was first or last.
invaluable in future matches.

Stuart, Powell Win
May Day Meet

c

Students Interested
In Class Track Meet

Tennis Team loses

"One Dollar Library"
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